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INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental open questions in the theory of linear
operators is whether every bounded linear operator on a Banach space has
a non-trivial invariant subspace. Even in the case of a general bounded
linear operator on Hilbert space, all attempts to prove that the question
has an affirmative answer have failed; and, conversely, no one has
succeeded in constructing a bounded linear operator on a Banach space
(or for that matter on a normed space) with no non-trivial invariant sub-
space .
There is a considerable literature on the invariant subspace
problem and positive results have been obtained for certain classes of
operators. The subject has developed in several directions. Firstly,
following the work of von Neumann, Stone and others on the spectral
decomposition of normal operators, where invariant subspaces play a
crucial role, many papers have appeared which deal with the problem in
the context of Hilbert space. In particular, as is discussed in Helson's
book, "Lectures on Invariant Subspaces" , the invariant subspace problem
for Hilbert space can be shown to be equivalent to a certain factor¬
ization problem in the theory of analytic functions. Secondly, there are
several invariant subspace theorems which involve the notion of
compactness. In 1954 Aronszajh and Smith showed that every compact
operator on a Banach space has a non-trivial invariant subspace, and in
1966 Bernstein and Robinson extended this result to polynoraially compact
operators. Recently, some further generalizations of the Aronszajn-Smith
theorem have been obtained. Thirdly, in a paper which appeared in 1952,
Wermer proved an invariant subspace theorem for certain invertible
operators on Banach spaces, generalizing a result of Godement.
In this thesis we are concerned with the second and third
directions of progress mentioned above, and we use methods which do not
depend on the existence of an inner product. Furthermore, we are able to
deal with both real and complex spaces. The lay-out of the thesis is as
follows. In Chapter I an outline of the theory of normed spaces and
bounded linear operators is given, together with a brief discussion of
the super-diagonalization of linear operators on finite-dimensional
linear spaces. In Chapter II we prove firstly that polynomially compact
operators on normed spaces have non-trivial invariant subspaces, and
secondly that a theorem obtained by Feldman for certain quasi-nilpotent
operators on complex Hilbert space generalizes to normed spaces. These
results are proved in both the real and complex cases. With the former of
these theorems at our disposal, in Chapter III we discuss supers-diagonal
forms for polynomially compact operators on real and complex spaces, and
show how these are related to spectral properties of the operators
concerned. This chapter derives its essential ideas from the work of
Ringrose on the super-diagonalization of compact operators. In the final
chapter we consider operators whose spectra lie on the unit circle, and a
theorem, closely related to Wermer's result mentioned above, is proved,
although by a somewhat different method. Again, we are able to deal with
both real and complex spaces.
Our notation is for the most part standard, although we do not
Y
follow any particular author. We use the tiplet numbering system for
theorems, lemmas and definitions; i.e. (a.b.c) denotes the cth item of
the bth section of Chapter a. Also, the numbering of equations is
started afresh in each chapter, but not in each section.
The author would like to take this opportunity of expressing his
sincere thanks to his research supervisor Professor F. F. Bonsall for all
his guidance and encouragement. The work represented in this thesis was
done at the University of Edinburgh and at Yale University. The author is
grateful to the Science hesearch Council for the award of a NATO Research
Studentship during this period of study.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AMD PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this chapter we give a brief account of those parts of the
theory of normed linear spaces which are relevant to the rest of the
thesis. Our notation is for the most part standard, although we do not
follow any particular author. However, most of the material dealt with
below is to be found in one of [9,15,31]•
1* Normed spaces.
Let X be a normed linear space over a field K , where K is
either the reals (r) or the complexes (c) .A subsnace of X is a non¬
empty linear subset of X which will be assumed to be closed in the norm
topology unless otherwise stated. A non-trivial subsnace is a subspace
which is different from [oj and X . If M is a subspace of X and
x e X , we denote by x + M the coset of M in X which contains x .
Thus
x + M = |x + y : y e Mj .
The difference space of X modulo M is the set of cosets of M in
X , endowed with the usual algebraic operations and norm. It is denoted
by X - M .
Given x 6 X and a non-empty subset E of X , we define the
distance from x to E , d(x,s) , by
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d(x,E) = inf [||x - yl! : y € Ej.
We note that, if M is a subspace of X and x e X , then
d(x,M) = IIx + Mil .
If, also, M is finite-dimensional, it follows from the compactness of
closed, bounded subsets of M that there exists yg M such that
d(x,M) = II x - yll .
Such a y will be called a nearest -point of M to x .
Suppose that M and N are finite-dimensional subspaces of X ,
and that MCI1 , M ^ N . The canonical mapping of N on to N - M has
norm 1 , and this norm is attained. Hence, there exists u e N such that
Hull = II u + Mil = d(u,M) = 1 .
We shall call such a u a unit vector in N orthogonal to M .
The set of all bounded linear operators on X will be denoted by
B(x) , and the identity operator on X by I . Given T in B(x) , a
subspace M of X is invariant for T if T(m) C m . We remark that
the symbol C will be used for set inclusion (with the possibility of
equality), and c will be reserved for strict inclusion. Thus, a non-
trivial invariant subspace for T is a closed linear subset M of X
such that
(i) T(M) CM ,
(ii) {0} C M c X .
It is an open question whether eveiy bounded linear operator on a normed
space has a non-trivial invariant subspace. By restricting attention to
certain classes of operators (e.g. compact operators), positive results
have been obtained, but even in the case of a general operator on
separable Hilbert space, the question remains open. It should perhaps be
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remarked that, trivially, the problem has an affirmative solution when X
is a non-separable normed space. For, if 0 / e g X , and if M is the
p
closed linear span of [e,Te,T e,...j , then it is clear that M is a
non-trivial invariant subspace for T .
Suppose that T is in B(x) , and that M is an invariant sub-
space for T . We define linear operators T|m and t^ , on m and
X - M respectively, by
(T|M)x = Tx (x e M) ,
T (x + m) = Tx + M (x + M e X - M) .
It is easy to check that these are well-defined, and that T|M € B(m)
and T € B(X - M) .M
Given T in b(x) , where X is a complex normed space, the
spectrum of T will be denoted by Sp(T) ; i.e.
Sp(T) = IXec : (Al- t) is not invertible in b(x)j .
The spectral radius, r(l) , of T is given by
r(T) = inf ||Tn||1//n = lim ||Tn||1//n .
n > 1 n —> co
If X is a Banach space, then Sp(T) is a compact subset of C ; and
r(T) = max ^ IX | : X€Sp(T)j .
Now, suppose that X is a real normed space. We denote by X^
the complexification of X ; i.e.
Xc - Kx»y) : x»y e xj ,
with
(x,y) + (u,v) = (x + u,y + v) ,
( oC + i(3 )(x,y) = (o(x - (3 y,0(y + (3 x) ,
II (x,y)II = sup |l|x cos© - y sin 011 + IIx sin© + y cos©l| j ,
for x,y,u,v g; X and C/K , ft fi . Then X is a complex normed space,
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and X = [(x,0) : x €; Xj is a real subspace of X , which is iso-
o c
metrically isomorphic to X . We shall identify X with X^ and write
(x,y) = x + iy . Then X is embedded in its complexification X^ , and
X = X<F)iX . (See [l5], pp.150-152.) Also, X is a Banach space if and
c c
only if X is a Banach space. Let T € B(x) , and define T : X ■■ - > Xc c c
by
T (x + iy) = Tx + iTy (x + iy € X ) .
c c
Then T € B(X ) , and ||T II = IITil . The spectrum of T is defined by
GO C
Sp(T) = Sp(Tc) .
Sp(T) is a self-conjugate subset of C . As in the complex case, the
spectral radius of T is defined by
r(T) = inf ||Tn||1//n = lim l|Tn||1//'n ;
n > 1 n —> oo
and it is easy to verify that r(T) = r(Tc) .If X is a Banach space,
then Sp(T) is a compact subset of C , and
r(T) = max [IXI 5 A t Sp(T)j .
We conclude this section by giving some notation. Let e be a
non-empty subset of a normed space x (over k) . Vie denote by cl(e)
the closure of e in the norm topology, and by [e] the linear span of
E .
2. Einite-dimensional spaces.
We now review some standard results on the super-diagonalization
of linear operators on finite-dimensional linear spaces. We treat the
real and complex cases separately, since the theorems take slightly
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different forms in each case.
The following theorem for complex spaces is essentially Theorem 1,
[15] p.106.
(l.2.l) Theorem. Let T be a linear operator on an n-dimensional complex
linear space X, (n > l). Then there exists a nest )M.j of sub-~~ i) t)
spaces of X such that
(i) \o] = I-I c M, c .... C M„ = X ,n
(ii) dim IC = j (0 < j < n) ,
(iii) T(M ) CM. (0 < j < n) .
J J
Further, for 1 < j < n , let e . gM M. ; and suppose that
J 1 3"*-^-
Te . = o^.e . + x . ,
1 3 1 J
where x.gl. . and C*. e C . Then 1 < 3 < nj is the set of
3 3-l 3 J - -
eigenvalues of T , each repeated to the appropriate algebraic multi¬
plicity.
The proof of the first part of the above theorem follows easily
from the fact that every linear operator on a finite-dimensional complex
linear space has an eigenvalue. From this result, it can be seen that
every linear operator on a finite-dimensional complex linear space of
dimension greater than 1 has a non-trivial invariant subspace. Corre¬
sponding to this, in the real case we have the following lemma.
(1.2.2) Lemma. Let T be a linear operator on a real linear space X of
finite dimension greater than 2. Then T has a non-trivial invariant
subspace.
Proof. Let T^ be the linear operator induced by T on the complex-
ification, X , of X . Suppose that c<+ ifl is an eigenvalue of T ,C r C
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with corresponding eigenvector e + if . Then the linear span, [e,f] , of
[e,fj in X is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T .
It is well known that there are linear operators on two-dimen¬
sional real linear spaces which do not have non-trivial invariant sub-
spaces. We shall call such operators irreducible.
(1.2.3) Lemma. Let T be an irreducible linear operator on a two-dimen¬
sional real linear space X . Then there exists a basis [e,fj of X
such that, for some in fi ,
Te = cxe - fi f ,
Tf = /& e + crS .
Further, ^ 0 ; and Ck + i i &re "the eigenvalues of Tq ,
the corresponding operator on X^ .
Proof. Let c< + i^3 be an eigenvalue of T^ , with corresponding eigen¬
vector e + if . Then Ok - ijQ is an eigenvalue of T , corresponding' c
to the eigenvector e - if . It is elementary to check that Te and Tf
have the required form. Also, the irreducibility of T implies that
[e,fj is a basis for X , and that ^3^0.
The analogue for real spaces of Theorem (l.2.l) can now be stated.
No suitable reference could be found in the literature, but the proof
follows easily from Lemmas (l.2.2) and (l.2.3).
(1.2.4) Theorem. Let T be a linear operator on an n-dimensional real
linear space X , (n > l). Then there exists a nest [M.j of sub-
3 J
spaces of X such that
(i) (03 = Mq CM1 C .... CMffl = X ,
(ii) dim (M - M ) <2 (l < j < m) ,
J J""-*- ~~ — —
(iii) T(M.) CM. (0 < j < m) ,
J """" J
(iv) if dim (M. - M.) = 2 , then the operator
J J""
(T|M.)„ induced by T on M. - M is irreducible.
J Mj_1 J 1-1
Let )M. 5 ^ be the set of M.'s such that dim (M. - M ) = 1c
lr r=l j 1 1-1
and let e c M. \ M. , and oC c R t>e such that
r ,] j -1 rJr ur
Te - e e M. , ,
r rrj -1ur
for 1 < r < k .
Let [M. 1 !" . be the set of M.'s such that dim (M. - M. ) =4
lr r=k+l 1 11-1
We can choose e ,f in M. such that Je + M. ,f + M- . j is ar r r r"" r
basis for M. - M. .. , and such that, for some cA , Q in R ,
lr lr"1 r' Ft
Te - ( '«< e - & f ) e K. . ,
r ^ rr c r r j -1 '
Tf - (Be + otf f ) e M. , ,
r f"' r r r r j -1
r
for k + 1 < r < m .
Then
[c<r: 1 < r < kj V,; [ Q(t r ± i pr j k + 1 < _r < mj
is the set of eigenvalues of Tfi , each repeated to the appropriate
algebraic multiplicity.
We conclude this section with a result which is not of great
interest in itself, but which will be of some technical use in
Chapter II. It is an immediate consequence of Theorems (l.2.l) and
(1.2.4).
(1.2.5) Theorem. Let T be a linear operator on an n-dimensional linear
space X over K , (n > l). Then there exists a nest of sub-
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spaces of X such that
(i) [0] »HocHlC..» ^Mm = X '
(ii) dim (M. - M. -) <2 (l < j < m) ,
3 J""




An important class of operators with non-trivial invariant sub-
spaces is the class of compact operators. This was first proved by
Aronszajn and Smith, [l], who showed that every compact operator on a
complex Banach space of dimension greater than 1 has a non-trivial
invariant subspace. (in fact, the corresponding result for Hilbert space
had already been proved by von Neumann and Aronszajn.) As remarked by
Bonsall in [5], where he gives a simplified version of their proof, the
completeness of the underlying space is not necessary for the theorem of
Aronszajn and Smith to hold.
After the Aronszajn-Smith theorem appeared, the question was raised
whether an operator with the property that its square is compact has an
non-trivial invariant subspace. This problem was solved by Bernstein and
Robinson, [4,26 Chapter 7], who showed that if H is a complex Hilbert
space, and T g B(h) is such that p(T) is compact for some non-zero
polynomial p , then T has a non-trivial invariant subspace. Bernstein,
[3], has also shown that this result holds in complex Banach spaces.
Bernstein and Robinson use methods from non-standard analysis, but in
fact their results can be obtained within the usual framework of func¬
tional analysis. In [l6], Halmos gives a proof of their theorem in
Hilbert space, and in [5] Bonsall gives a proof of the theorem in complex
nonned spaces. Both of these proofs use standard methods only.
Recently, several papers have appeared, [2,7,ll], in which the
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methods and techniques initiated by Aronszajn and Smith are developed.
These papers deal with Hilbert space, and use as a principal tool sequ¬
ences of orthogonal projections of finite rank. However, it appears that
one can obtain similar results for normed spaces by considering, instead,
sequences of finite-dimensional subspaces. Our intention in this chapter
is to prove the Bernstein-Hobinson theorem and a theorem of Feldman,
[2,ll], in the context of normed spaces, using the techniques developed
by Bonsall in [5]. We shall add one further idea which will enable us to
deal with the real and complex cases simultaneously.
1_. Linear operators with cyclic vectors.
Throughout this section X will be an infinite-dimensional
normed linear space over K .
(2.1.1) Definition. Given T in B(x) , a vector e in X is cyclic
for T if
X = cl[e,Te,T2e,...] .
p
Remark. If e is a cyclic vector for T , then [e,Te,T e,...j is a
linearly independent set. For, if Tne e [e,Te,T2e,...,Tn-1e] for some
n > 1 , (taking T° = I), then Tme € [e,Te,T2e,...,Tn~1e] for all
m > n . Hence X = [e,Te,T e,...,Tn e] and is finite-dimensional,
contradicting the assumption on the dimension of X , In particular,
e / 0 , and so, by a suitable normalization, we can take Hell = 1 .
For the rest of this section, we shall consider a fixed T in
B(x) with a fixed cyclic vector e of norm 1. Let X = [Oj , and
Xn = [e,Te,..,Tn-1e]
p
for n > 1. By the linear independence of [e,Te,T"e,...j , dim X^ = n ;
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and
EeJ = ^ C X^ C C X^ C • • • •
For n > 1 , let e be a unit vector in X orthogonal to X . ; i.e.
- ' n n n-1
He II = 1 = d(e ,X ) (n > 1) .
n n n-i -
Since X =» [X ,.e ] and T(X .,) cx we °en define linear
n L n-1' nJ n-1' — n »
operators T : X > X for n > 1 byr
n n n -
Tx = Tx (x € Xn-1)
T e = u ,
n n n '
where u is a nearest point of X to Te
n n n
(2.1.2) Lemma. If x € Xn and n > 1 , then
d(Tx,Xn) = II Tx - T xll .
Proof. Let x e X . Then x = X e + v for some K and
n n
y € X . . Thusn-1
Tx = X u + Ty , Tx = X Te +Ty.
n n n
Hence
IITx - T xll = |X lllu - Te II
n n n
= | X|d(Ten,Xn)
= d( X Ten,Xn) .
Now, Ty e ; and so
d(Tx,X ) - d( \ Te + Ty,X ) =» d( X Te ,X ) .
n n n n n
Hence
IITx - T x|| = d(Tx,X ) .
n n
(2.1.3) Lemma. For each integer k > 1 , there is a constant > 0 ,
independent of n , such that
l|Tkx - Tjjxll < iyi(Te ,X )||x||
for xeX ,n>l,k>l.
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Proof. By induction on k .
Suppose that k = 1 . Let x = X e^ + y <£ X^ , where X e K
and y e X^ ^ . From the proof of Lemma (2.1.2),
IITx - T x|| = |X |d(Te ,X ) .
n n n
Also,
| AI = I X|d(e ,X J = d( X e ,X Jn' n-1 n n-1
= d(x,X ) < llxll .n-1 -
Thus,
IITx — T x|| < d(Te ,X )llxll ;
n - n n
and we can take = 1 .
Suppose now that k > 1 , and that the result holds for k - 1 .
Let x e X .
n
HT^x - T^xll < llT^x - TTk'1x|| + l|TTk'1x - T^xll
n - n n n
< II Til II Tk-1x - Tk_1x|| + l| TTk_1x - T^xll .
- n n n
By the induction hypothesis,
IIT^x - T^xll < M, d(Te ,X )llxll .
n. k—x n n
Also, by the case k = 1 ,
||TT^-1x - Tkx|| < d(Ten,Xn)llT^_1x|| .
Now
l|T^_1x|| < ||Tk-1x - Tk-1xl| + llTk-1xl|
n - n
< [Mk_1d(TenfXn) + II Tk"1||j llxll
< [\_-jJITII + HTk-1|| jllxll .
Hence
||Tkx - T^xll < M[£d(Ten,Xn)llxll ,
where = 2M^ ||T|| + IIT^ "*11 , and the result is established by
induction.
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The following corollary is easily obtained from this result.
(2.1.4) Corollary. Given a polynomial p with coefficients in K , there
is a constant M > 0 such that
||p(T)x - p(Tn)x!l < M d(Ten>Xn)llxll ,
for x e X and n > 1 .
n -
(2.1.5) Definition. Given a sequence ^ "^n^rr—1 su^sPaces ^ »
define lim inf E to be the set of all x a-; X such that there exists a
n
sequence Sx t00, with x and x ■> x as n—> co.1 n;n=l n n n
It is clear that lim inf E is a (closed) linear subspace of X ,
n v
and that
lim inf E^ = [x £ X t d(x,E )—> 0 as n—.
(2.1.6) Lemma. Let a subsequence °f [ 1,2,3, » and for
k > 1 let be a subspace of X^ such that T (E^) c ^k . Thenk ak
(i) lim inf T(E^) q lim inf E, ,
(ii) lim inf E^ is invariant for T .
Proof, (i) Let x g lim inf T(E^) . Then there exists such that
tlx - TykH = d(x,T(Ek)) > 0
as k—> co . We have
11 - T^ll < ilx - iykll + !ITyk -
= IIX - Ty^ll + d(Tyk,Xn ), by Lemma (2.1.2)k
< 211 x - Ty || + d(x,x ) .
CO
x = ci[AJ x j, and so d(x,X )—> 0 as k—>co. Also,k=l "k nk
as k—■> Co . Hence,
|x - Tykl| —> 0
|x - T y || > 0
k
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as k—> co . But T y e T (eJ c E. , and so
nk nk k
dCx.EjP < II x - Tn yk!| ■> 0k
as k—> CO. Therefore x ^ lim inf .
(ii) Let x £ lira inf . Then, by the continuity of T ,
Tx e lira inf T(E^.) . Hence, by (i), Tx e' lira inf E^. . Therefore,
lim inf E^ is invariant for T .
Thus, we have a method of constructing invariant subspaces for T
since, by Theorem (1.2.5), we can certainly choose subspaces of
invariant for T^ . The difficulty lies in the fact that we must do this
in such a way that lim inf E is non-trivial for some sequence [n j .
nk K
In the next two sections we -use a device of Aronszajn and Smith to do
this for certain types of operators, and obtain two invariant subspace
theorems.
£. The Bernstein-Robinson theorem.
In this section we prove that, if X is a normed space and T a
bounded linear operator on X which is polynomially compact, then T
has a non-trivial invariant subspace. The proof is essentially that given
in [5 J, but we shall deal with both real and complex spaces. Before
proceeding, we require a lemma on compact operators.
(2.2.1) Lemma. Let X be a normed linear space over K , and let S be
. , co
h*n=la compact linear operator on X . Let |X j be a sequence of sub¬
sets of X such that
(i) X c X . (n > 1) ,v '
n ~ n+1 -
CO
(ii) X = ell U X j .v cn=l n;
Then d(Sx,Xn) > 0 as n—>co , uniformly for IIxl| < 1 .
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Proof. Let E = cl[Sx : llxll < lj . Then E is compact in the norm top¬
ology. For n > 1 , define functions f : E > R by
fjx) = d(x,Xn) (x € E) .
Then f is continuous with respect to the norm topology; and, since
n
C<9
X = , fn vL, 0 pointwise on E . Hence, by Dini's theorem,
f 0 uniformly on E . Therefore
f (Sx) = d(Sx,X ) > 0
n n'
as n—->Oo , uniformly for llxll < 1 .
(2.2.2) Theorem. Let X be a normed linear space over C (resp. R) of
dimension greater than 1 (resp. 2) , and let T e B(x) . Suppose that p
is a non-zero polynomial with coefficients in C (resp. R) such that
p(T) is compact. Then T has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
Proof. From the remarks following Theorem (l.2.l) and from Lemma (l.2.2),
we can assume that X is infinite-dimensional. Put K = C or R
according as X is complex or real. Let e £ X with IIell = 1 . We can
assume that e is a cyclic vector for T since, otherwise,
2
cl[e,Te,T e,...] is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T . We can also
2
assume that e,p(T)e,[p(T)j e,... are linearly independent; for, other¬
wise, we easily obtain a non-trivial invariant subspace as follows. Let
S = p(T) . Suppose that, for some n > 1 , e,Se,S^e,.. . jS11 "*"e are lin¬
early independent, but e,Se,S^e,...,Sne are linearly dependent. Then
there exist \ , \ ..... X in K , with X 4 0 , such thato' 1' ' n ' n
X e + A. Se + ... + X Sne = 0 .
0 1 n
Since ST = TS ,
[x : ( ,\l + \s + ... + -\sI1)x = Oj
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is an invariant subspace for T , and is non-trivial unless
X I + X, S + ... + /\ sn = 0 .
o 1 n
If this is the case, then XQ = 0 , since S is compact and X is
infinite-dimensional. This gives
S( A e + ... + X Sn-1e) = 0 .1 n
By the linear independence of e,Te,... , Se / 0 ; and, by the linear
independence of e,Se,.. .,Sn "*"e , X^e + ... + X^S11 "*"e ^ 0 . Hence
fx : Sx = 0]
is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T . Thus we can assume that
e,p(T)e,[p(T)j e,.,. are linearly independent. Finally, without loss of
generality we take the leading coefficient of p to be 1 , and suppose
that p is of degree r .
Since e is a cyclic vector for T , we can define X , e and
n ' n
T as in section 1 . For n > 1 ,
n - '
[X ,e ] = [X ^T^e] = X ;L n-1' nJ L n-1' J n
and so
e - C/y Tn_1e c X . (l)n n w n-1
for some C\ in K , 0( / 0 . Since T(x ..) c X , from (l) we getn n n-1 — n
Ten " ^n^® € Xn 5 " (2)
and, replacing n by n+1 in (l),
e - C< ^e € X . (3)n+1 Nn+1 ^ n
From (2) and (3),
Te -*~r- e e X ;
n cfn+1 n+1 n
and so
d(Te ,X ) » 1^1 d(e ,X ) = 1:<*"nl . (4)n' n' _/ I n+1' n' \ 1^n+l1 '^n+l1
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Also, from (l),




e - CX T e ex
n+r n+r n+r-1
Hence
Tre - ^vn e € X . . (5)or- %a
n n+r n+r-1
n+r
Now p(T) has leading coefficient 1 , and Tr e^ £ X^+^ if r* < r.
Therefore it follows from (5) that
p(T)e - e £ X*
n / n+r n+r-1
CA n+r
Thus
d(p(T)e ,X ) - if!*! d(e ,X ) =-i^JxLn n+r-1 J 0<n+rl n+r n+r"1 lcfn+rl
n+r-1




d(p(T)e ,X ) = n d(Te ,X ) . (6)n n+r-i m=r} m m
Co
^
Now, X = cl[(^J Xn+r_, ] and p(T) is compact. Therefore, by Lemma
n=l
(2.2.1), since ||e II = 1 ,
d(p(T)e ,X .) > 0r n' n+r-1'
as n—> CO . Hence, by (6), there is a sequence [j(n)j such that
d(Te./ x,X./ J > 0 (7)j(n)' j(n)
as n—•> 00.
By Theorem (l.2.5), we can find sequences l^i-0 su^sPaces
of X./ \ such that
j(n)
(i) |0j = X° c X1 c C ^ = X./ \ (n > l) ,v ' 1 > n n n j(n) -
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(ii) dim (X1 -X1 ) < 2 (l < i < m , n > l) ,v xn n - - - n -
(iii) Tc X1 (0 < i < m , n > l) .j(n) n — n - - n -
Since e,p(T)e,... are linearly independent, p(T)e / 0 ; and so
we can choose (X such that 0 < oC < 1 and
!|p(T)ell > CK. IIp(t)I| . (8)
For each n > 1 , d(e,X°) = ||e|| = 1 and d(e,X^n) = 0 . Hence, there is
a greatest integer, i say, such that d(e,Xln) > (X • Let F = Xln
n n > n n
and g = X^4""*" . Then F r g , dim (g - F ) < 2 and
n n n^-n' n n' -
d(e,Pn) >0( , <i(e,Gn) < <X . (9)
It follows from (9) that, for every subsequence [rr j , e ^ lira inf F .k nk
Therefore, by Lemma (2.1.6) (ii), lim inf F is a non-trivial
nk
invariant subspace for T , unless
lira inf F = S 01 . (lO)
nk 1 5
We shall assume that (lO) holds for all subsequences , and
show that in this case lim inf G^ is non-trivial for some subsequence
[n^j . This will complete the proof since, again by Lemma (2.1.6) (ii),
lim inf g is invariant for T .
nk
There are two possible cases to be considered.
Case (a), dim (G^ - F ) = 1 for infinitely many n . Then, by passing to
a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that dim (G^ - F^) = 1 for
all n . Let u be a unit vector in G orthogonal to F , and let
n n n
x^ , x^ be nearest points of G to e , p(T)e respectively; i.e.
lie - x II = d(e,G ) , l|p(T)e - x/|| = d(p(T)e,G ) . (ll)
n n n n
Since dim (G - F ) = 1 ,
n n
G = [u ,F ] ;
n L n n
and so we can write
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xn \\ + i'n
** = '\Un + yn
where y , y^f F and A , X fK .Jn ^n n n' n
(n > l) (12)
| "\ | = d(x ,F ) < IIx II < lie - x II + Hell' 'V n n - n - n
= d(e,G ) + IIell 2llel| .
n -
Hence H X^J and [llxjlj are bounded sequences . Similarly, [| Anll
is a bounded sequence. Thus, by the compactness of p(T) , we can find a
subsequence [n^j such that
X > X , X > X, p(T)x ■> x
k k k
as k—> CO, where X , X € K and x£l .
We show that x e iaf G . By Corollary (2.1.4) and the fact
nk
that {|| x II j is bounded, there is a constant M > 0 such that
»f(T\ - P"^)V < * d(T8o(nk)'X5(nk)' (k i x) •
Then, by (7),
llp(T)* - p(T.( ,)x II —> 0k JV1V "k
as k—> Oo. But p(T)x > x ; and so
nk
p(T ./ s)x ■> xl(nk) nk
as k—> CO. Since T./ ,(G ) C G , p(T./ \)x e G ; and it nowj(nkr nk - ■ nk jink)' nk ^ nk
follows that
x e lim inf G
%
For n > 1 ,
l|p(T)xnll > llp(T)ell - IIp(T)e - p(T)xnll
> IIp(T)ef| - IIp(T)IIIIe - xjl
= IIp(T)e|| - ||p(T)||d(e,Gn)
>'llp(T)ell - (A llp(T)|| , by (9) .
Therefore, by (8),
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|x|| > ||p(T)ell - C>( ||p(T)|| > 0 ;
and so x ^ 0 . But x e li® inf G , and hence
nk
lim inf G ^ ^Oj' .
nk
Finally, we show that lim inf G ^ X , and this completes the
nk
proof for case (a). Suppose that lim inf G = X . Then, by (ll),
nk
x > e and x > p(T)e
nk nk
as k—> CO. From (12), we get that
• '
A y -Ay = Ax - Ax' > Ae - Ap(f)e
nk.nk nk nk nknk nk nk
as k—•> OO ; and so




by the linear independence of e,p(T)e . Hence, by (12),
x - y = A u > 0
nk nk nk nk
as k—> CO ; and so
V~> •
as k—> CO , since x > e . This gives
nk
e e lim inf F = [0j ,
nk
an obvious contradiction. Thus lim inf G^ ^ X , and the proof is
complete in case (a) .
nk
Case (b). dim (G - F ) = 1 for only a finite number of n . Then, by
n n
omitting these, we can assume that dim (G - F ) = 2 for all n . Let
n n
u be a unit vector in G orthogonal to F . Since dim (G - F ) = 2 ,
n n n n n
G / [u ,F 1 , Hence there exists a unit vector v in G orthogonal to
n L n nJ n n
[u ,F ] . ThusL--n nJ
|u II = ||v II = d(u ,F ) = d(v ,[u ,F ]) - 1 .n n n n n n n
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Let x , x' , w , w' be nearest points of G to e , p(T)e.,
n n n n r n r '
[p(T)j^e , [p(T)pe respectively. Since dim (G^ - F ) = 2 ,
G = [u ,v ,F 1 ; and so we can write
n L n' n' nJ '
x
n
= X u + My +y^ (13)
n n / n n Jn
x#='Xu + Mv+y/ (14)
n n n » n n n
w = 9 u + ^ v + z (l5)
n n n n n n
w/=0u+(/'v+z/ (l6)
n n n n n n
where X , X > € K- and y ,
n r n ' / n ' f n n ' n 'n n "'n
/ /
y , z , z £ F
n ' n n n
/-». | = d(x , [u ,F ]) < IIx II < IIx -/ n n L n nJ - n - n ell + || el!
= d(e,G ) + Hell < 2||ell .
Also,
1 Xnl - a(v /Vn'V * llxn " A*nvn"
< llxjl + | ^Mn| < 411 ell .
Thus [ II xnll J j [I Xnlj , and [| M^lj are bounded sequences. Similarly,
[I Xnlj , |l ^nlj , [|0nli » l\tj] > ' 011(1 are bounded
sequences. Hence, using the compactness of p(T) , we can choose a sub¬
sequence [n^j such that
p(T)x •> x ,
/ k /
Xnk—>X'- ^nk—>/"• /*nk—;'h 'x_>nk ' " k ' ' " ' ' nk ' / ' 1 n
0 > 9 , 9 > 9 , / > 4 1 4 —■> 4 >
nk nk nk nk
as k —■> Co, where x £ X and A , X,^ , ^-4, 0, 9, 4 , ^ € K . As
in case (a), we can show that
0 ^ x £ lim inf G
nk
and so the proof is complete if we can shoi^ that lim inf G 4 X . Sup¬
pose that lim inf G = X . Then
nk
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-> e , x -> p(T)e ,
w •> |p(T)j2e , w' ■> [p(T)j5e ,
\ K
as k ■> co . Then, by (13) and (14),
V
X' > - X, *' -
nk nk k nk
ni.
/X
v, + X„ y„ - yj'




X + \ yr, " K >
\ w \ \
(17)






V + © z - 0 z
nk nk nk nk nk
-> ©/[p(T)52e - 0ip(T)pe










(\ y„ - \ y' )




(X e - A p(T)e)
as k •> C<> , Thus
x' x
A*





[Oj , by (10) .
(X e - Xp(T)e)










= 0 , then, by (17),
X, y - X y/ ■> A e - A p(T)«
Y nk Y Y
as k > CO ; and so
X e - /\p(T)e ^ lim inf F = Jo} .
Y
Therefore, by the linear independence of e,p(T)e,... ,
X = "A = o.
Then, by (13) and (34 ,
/\\" ^'e p(T)e
since x > e and x' ■> p(T)e . Hence
nk nk
e -^ip(T)e e lira inf F = [o\ ;
and so yj. = jj! = 0 . Then, by (l3)»
-> e ^ lim inf P = [oj ,
an obvious contradiction. Hence
/ 0 , and 9 = 9 = 0.i*' h
Then (15) and (l6) give
K zn ~ ^n Zn > ^ Y(T)j2e ~ ^p(T)l?e >nk nk k nk
and so
i ip(l)i2e - /ipMi'e e lim inf F . jOj .
/ %
Therefore 4 = = 0 , and (l5) now gives
■> [p(T)]2e e lira inf F = ^Oj ,
n-i, lb.
12
contradicting [p(T)j e ^ 0 .
Thus lim inf G ^ X , and the proof is complete.
Y
The following corollary is immediate.
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(2.2.3) Corollary. (The Aronszajn-Smith theorem) Let X be a complex
(resp. real) normed linear space of dimension greater than 1 (resp» 2),
and let T be a compact linear operator on X . Then T has a non-
trivial invariant subspace.
Remarks. (l) For complex spaces, Theorem (2.2.2) can be obtained without
considering case (b). For, by Theorem (l.2.l), the sequences [X^j can
be chosen so that dim (X^ - X^ "*") =1 for 1 < i < m and n > 1 .
n n - - n
(See [5], Theorem (20.l).)
(2) Corollary (2.2.5) can be proved directly, and in a slightly
simpler way as follows. Let e be a cyclic vector for T of norm 1 ,
and construct as above the linear operators T on X . Then choose
n n
sequences [x^j of subspaces of X^ , satisfying conditions (i) - (iii)
on pp.17,18 (with j(n) = n). The proof is then.completed as in the proof
of Theorem (2.2.2), except that the analysis given to show that
x €. lim inf G can be replaced by an application of Lemma (2.1.6) (i) .
nk
(See [5], Theorem (l8.l) for the complex case.)
A theorem of J. Feldman.
Using the ideas and methods introduced above, we now obtain the
following theorem, which was first proved for Hilbert space by Feldman,
[2,11].
(2.3.1) Theorem. Let X be a normed linear space over C (resp. R) of
dimension greater than 1 (resp. 2), and let T be a quasi-nilpotent
bounded linear operator on X . Suppose, further, that there exists a
sequence [pn(T)j of polynomials in T with complex (resp. real)
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coefficients, and a non-zero compact operator S on X such that
P (T) > S (in norm) as n —>00. Then T has a non-trivial
invariant subspace.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem (2.2.2), we can assume that X is
infinite-dimensional, and write K = C or R according as X is complex
or real. We can also assume the existence of a cyclic vector e of norm
1 . Further, since ST = TS and S is a non-zero compact operator, we
may suppose, by an argument similar to that given on pp.15,16 , that
e,Se,S^e,... are linearly independent.
Define X , e and T as in Section 1. From equation (6) on
n n n
p. 17 , taking p(rf) = Tr ,
n+r-1
d(Tre ,X ) - fj d(Te ,X ) (18)n' n+r-1' ' ' v m' m'
m=n




exists a constant a > 0 and an integer mQ such that
d(Te ,X ) > a
mm -
if m > mQ . From (18),
||Tr|) > ||Tre || > d(Tre ,X .)
m0 - V mo+r"1
mQ+r-l





for r > 1 . Hence, for r > 1 ,
l|Trl|1//r > a > 0 ,
contradicting the quasi-nilpotence of T . Thus
lim d(Te ,X ) =0 ;
m —> CO
and so we can find a subsequence [j(n)j of 1,2,3,••• such that
d(Teo(n)'XJ(n)>—> 0 h9)
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as n —> CO ,
Choose sequences su^sPaces ^j(n) suc^ that
(i) [0] = X° c X1 c .••• C Xmn = X./ ^ (n > l) ,v ' 1 } n n n j(n) -
(ii) dim (X* - X^"1) <2 (l < i < mn , n > l) ,
(iii) Tj(n)(# S K,(0< i < mn , n > 1) .
Since e,Se,... are linearly independent, Se ^ 0 ; and so we can
choose CA with 0 < C< < 1 and
II Sell >C<IIS!I (20)
Following the proof of Theorem (2.2.2), we choose F^ , G^ from
the sequence [X1? so that F c G , dim (G - F ) < 2 , and1 n-* n^n' n n -
d(e,Fn) > C< , d(e,Gn) < C( •
Then, for every subsequence [n, j , e 4 li® F ; and sok nk
lim inf F is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T (by Lemma
nk
(2.1.6) (ii)), unless
lira inf F - io< . (21)
nk *
We can therefore assume that (2l) holds for all subsequences ; and
we prove that, in this case, lim inf G is non-trivial for some sub-
nk
sequence [n^j . This will complete the proof, again by Lemma (2.1.6)
(ii) .
There are two cases to be considered.
Case (a), dim (g^ - F ) = 1 for infinitely many n. Then, by passing to
a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that dim (Gr - F ) = 1 for
all n . Let u be a unit vector in G orthogonal to F , and let
n n & n '
xn , x^ be nearest points of Gn to e , Se respectively. Since
G = [u ,F ] , we can write
n L n nJ
x = X u + yn n n °n
27 -
x
n n n n
for n > 1 , where y , y € F and A , A t K . As in the proof




of Theorem (2.2.2), it is easy to show that h xnu > n x i ] and
[llxjlj are bounded sequences. Hence, using the compactness of S , we
can find a subsequence [n^j such that
X —-> X, X ■> X, sx —■> x
nk / nk nk
as k —> CO , where X,X £ K and x g X . We prove that
x <5 lira inf G
nk
Let £ > 0 , and let A > 0 be such that II x II < A for all n .
Choose an integer m such that
||pm(T) - Sll < £ /4A .
Then lip (T)x - Sx || < £ /4 for k > 1 . But Sx ■> x as
m k nk ~ nk
k —>oO , and so there exists k^ such that
Hp (T)x - x|| < £ /2 (22)
k
for k > k . Since IIx || < A , by Corollaiy (2.1.4), there is a con-
- 1 nk -
stant M > 0 such that
S Md(Ted(nk)'Xd(„k)»
for k > 1 . Hence, by (19),
Hp (T)x - p (T./ \ )x II •> 0
m nk *mv ^(njj.)' nk
as k —> 4k0. Therefore, there exists k > k, such that' 2-1
Hp (t)x - p (t./ ox ii < £ /2 (23)*rav nk jCnk)' nk - c
if k > k^ . Equations (22) and (23) give
IIx - p (T., Ox II < £*inv j(nk)/ nk - c
if k > k . But p (T./ \) x € T./ vG C G ; and so
- 2 m j(nk) nk j(nk) nk - nk
d(x,G^) < ||x - p (L(nk))xnk" < £
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if k > . Hence d(x,G ) ■> 0 as k —> C& ; i.e.
- 2 nk
x e lira inf G
nk
As in the proof of Theorem (2.2.2), it follows from (20) that
x / o . Therefore
lim inf G 4 [Oj •
nk
The proof in case (a) is completed by showing that, if (2l) holds, then
lim inf G 4 X .
nk
This is done in the same way as in case (a) in the proof of Theorem
(2.2.2), using the linear independence of e,Se,... .
Case (b). dim (G - F ) = 2 for all but a finite number of n . Then, by
—
n n
omitting these, we can assume that dim (G - F ) = 2 for all n . As in
n n
case (b) in the proof of Theorem (2.2.2), there exist vectors u , v
in G such that
n
IIu II = IIv II = d(u ,F ) = d(v ,[u ,F ]) = 1 .
n n n n n L n nJ
/ j pLet x , x , w , w be nearest points of G to e , Se , S e , S^e
n n'n n * n
respectively. Since G = fu ,v ,F ] , we can write




x = u + Uv + y
n n / n n n
x= A u + i>v+y
n n n rn n n
w = 0u + 4 v + z
n n n n n n
' rS j' '
w = 9u + av+z
n n n n n n
where X , \ , U , LK 0 q' J e k and y , y ' ,n n f n / n ' n ' n ' rn ' 'n ^ Jn ' °n '
z , z ^ e. F
n n n
As in the proof of Theorem (2.2.2), we can easily show that the
sequences WXj] , H XJ 1 » ' ^0n'* ' ^9n'3 '
are bounded. Hence, using the compactness
of S , we can find a subsequence [n^j such that
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Sx > x ,
k
\—>x' x' '/*•K~
e -> G , ©' ■> 9^, d ■> 4 , i' > J',
nk nk nk nk
,/
Kas k —■> CO , where xgX and )\ , ^X, yU , G , ©', jz( , </>' & H
In the same way as in case (a) above, it can be shown that
0 / x £ lim inf G
nk
The proof is then completed by showing that (2l) implies that
lim inf G 4 X .
"k
This is done in the same way as in case (b) in the proof of Theorem
(2.2.2), using the linear independence of e,Se,S^e,... .
Remarks. (l) As with Theorem (2.2.2), the above theorem can be proved
for complex spaces without considering case (b). For, by Theorem (l.2.l),
the sequences can be chosen so that dim (X1 - X*"" X) =1 for all1 nJ n n
i and n . (See [l3]-)
(2) In [7], the following generalization of this theorem is
proved for complex Hilbert space.
Theorem. Let T be a quasi-nilpotent bounded linear operator on a com¬
plex Hilbert space of dimension greater than 1. Suppose that there is a
sequence of compact operators converging weakly to an operator
S 4 0 , and a sequence [p j of polynomials such that
lip (T) - 3 II > 0*n n
as n —> CO . Then T has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
The proof of this theorem relies on essentially Hilbert space
methods, and we have been unable to adapt the proof of Theorem (2.3.1) to
obtain a corresponding result for normed spaces.
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CHAPTER III
SUPER-DIAGONALIZATION OF POLYNOMIALLY COMPACT OPERATORS
Prom Theorems (1.2.1) and (1.2.4), we see that properties of the
spectrum of a linear operator T on a finite-dimensional linear space
can be deduced from properties of a nest of invariant subspaces for T .
In [25], Ringrose obtains similar results for a compact operator on a
complex Banach space which is not necessarily finite-dimensional. He con¬
siders nests of invariant subspaces which are maximal in a certain sense,
and relates properties of these maximal nests to spectral properties of
the operator. The Aronszajn-Smith theorem is used as a principal tool,
and we remark that, since this theorem holds without any assumption of
completeness, Ringrose's results hold for compact operators on complex
normed spaces. Our purpose in this chapter is to obtain corresponding
results for polynomially compact operators using the Bemstein-Robinson
theorem (Theorem (2.2.2)). Our methods rely heavily on those developed by
Ringrose in [25], but we shall deal with both real and complex spaces.
In our discussion we shall make use of the Riesz-Schauder theory
of polynomially compact operators. No suitable reference for this could
be found in the literature, the nearest results being those given in [36,
Chapter 11]. There, an operator T on a complex normed space with the
property that T11 is compact for some n > 1 is discussed. For con¬
venience, we state the corresponding results for a general polynomially
compact operator, and remark that they can be obtained by methods similar
to those used to develop the Riesz-Schauder theory of compact operators,
[8, Chapter 11].
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Let T be a bounded linear operator on a normed linear space X
over K . Suppose that p(T) is compact, where p is a non-zero poly¬
nomial with coefficients in K . We have the following results.
(i) The only possible limit points of Sp(T) are the roots of p .
(ii) If A € K and p(\) 4 0 , then either \ 4 3p(T) or \ is
an eigenvalue of T .
(iii) Suppose that A e K and p( A) 4 0 . For r > 0 , let
Np = [x : ( AI - T)rx = 0] , Rr = ( Al - T)rX .
Then each of the subspaces is finite-dimensional and each R^ is
closed. There is a least integer k > 0 such that N, = N, , , and k is
- k k+1
also the least integer such that R^ = R . We call k the index of
relative to T , and define the algebraic multiplicity of X
relative to T to be the dimension of . Finally, X = Nk©*k '
where © denotes a topological direct sum; and ( Al - T)|R^ is a
homeoraorphism.
1. Suneivdiagonal forms.
Throughout this short section, let X be a normed linear space
over K and let T e B(x) .
(3.1.1) Definition. Ida invariant nest for T ia a non-empty set 3 of
subspaces of X such that
(i) each F e J is invariant for T ,
(ii) 3^ totally ordered by inclusion.
It is clear that the set [ [Oj,X'j is an invariant nest for T .
If *^2 are invarian"t nests , let
~3l < "?2
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mean that each subspace in 3-^ belongs to ; i.e. C 32
as sets. Then < is a partial ordering on the family of invariant nests.
By Zorn's Lemma, it is easy to see that there exist nests which are
maximal with respect to < .
(3.1.2) Definition. A super-diagonal form for T is an invariant nest
which is maximal with respect to < .
We shall study super-diagonal forms for polynomially compact
operators in some detail, and show how they exhibit spectral properties
of operators. We deal with the real and complex cases in separate
sections since the results, though similar, are best stated in slightly
different forms.
2. Complex spaces.
Let X be a complex normed space and T <£ B(x) . Suppose also
that p(T) is compact for some non-zero polynomial p .
Notation. Given an invariant nest 3 for T and M ^ 3 > put
M_ = cl U[L e 3 : L c Mj ,
where we take cl((^) = [o] . It is clear that M is an invariant sub-
space for T .
(3.2.1) Lemma. Let *3 be an invariant nest for T . Then 3 is a
super-diagonal form if and only if
(i) [0] and X belong to 3 ;
(ii) if ^ c 3 > "then
O [ G : G ^ ^ j and cl U | G : G e Cj }
belong to *3 ;
(iii) dim (M - M ) <1 for each ^ .
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(Note that (ii) implies that Me 3 for each M in 3 .)
Proof, Suppose that 3 is a super-diagonal form.
(i) Since 3 uf jOj,X j is totally ordered by inclusion, the maxim-
ality of 3 implies that and X belong to *3 .
(ii) Let 5 c 3 , and let Gq = f\{G : G £ Cj ] . Given L € "3 ,
either there exists G e 0 such that G c L , or L c G for all G
in C, .In the former case, G c L : and in the latter, L c G . Hence1 o — o
3 U [GqJ is totally ordered by inclusion, and is therefore an invariant
nest for T , since T(G ) c ^ . It now follows from the maxiraality of 3
that Gq £ *3* Similarly, we can show that cl KJ\G : G £ C j belongs
to 3 .
(iii) Let Me 3 > and suppose that dim (M - M ) > 1 . The operator
(T|M)M induced on M - M by T is polynoraially compact. Therefore,
by Theorem (2.2.2), there is a subspace F of M - M , with
[Oj / F / M - M , which is invariant for (tJm)^ . Then, if
F1 = [x e I : x + H € Fj ,
it is easy to check that F^ is a (closed) subspace of X which is
invariant for T , and that
M_ C . C M .
From the definition of M_ , F^/ *3 . Also, if G £ *3 , then either
G C M_ , in which case G C F^ , or M c G and F^c G . Thus 9 U {F^j
is totally ordered and is an invariant nest for T . But this contradicts
the maximality of 3 since F 3 • Hence dim (M - M ) < 1 .
Conversely, suppose that 3 satisfies (i) - (iii) and is
not a super-diagonal form. Then there is a subspace F of X such that
(a) F is invariant for T , (b) 3 U [Fj is totally ordered by
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inclusion, and (c) F ^ 3 . Let M =» clU [L e 3 : L c?j and
N = /O (L e 3 s F C Lj . By (ii), M and N belong to 3 » from
(b) it is easy to show that N = M . But F ^ 3 , and so
M c F C N .
Thus dim (M - M ) > 2 , contradicting (iii). Hence 3 is a super-
diagonal form.
Throughout the rest of this section let 3 be a fixed super-
diagonal form for T .
Notation. Let "3,- (Me : M / Mj . If Me then
dim (M - M ) = 1 . Thus, if z^ e M \M , we can write
Tz. = oi z + v .
m mm M '
where ot^C and . Further, c< depends on M but not on
the particular z^ chosen, (in fact c< ^ is the unique eigenvalue of
the operator (T|m)m on M - M .)
(3.2.2) Lemma. Let ^ 3p(T) , and suppose that p(e*) ^ 0 . Let xq
be any eigenvector corresponding to cC , and set
M = n [L € 3 : xo e Lj .
Then Me and c< = c< .
Proof. By Lemma (3.2.1), m e 3 . Let Cj = [l £ 3 : L c Mj . Since
0 4 e M , [Oj e ^ • Therefore Q / . Given L e Q > choose z^
in L such that
Ijx — z II < 2 d(x ,L) .
o L - o
Since Txq = and t(l) C l ,
p(t)(xq - zl) + L = p(o<)(xo - z^) + L ,
and hence
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llp(T)(xo - zL) + Lll = |p(cx)|l|(x0 - zL) + Lll
= lp(c<)l d(xQ,L)
> 2" 1 !llx0 - zLH .
From the definition of M , x /L ; and so lis - zTi| > 0 . Also.
0 0 L *
x - zT € M . Therefore, if
0 L
= [x M : llxll = 1 and ilp(T)x + Lll > ^|p(oC) | j ,
then 4 0 for each L in ^ , Since CJ is totally ordered, it is
easily seen that [s^ : L cCji is totally ordered also; and hence so is
|cl(p(T)SL) : L 5 . From the compactness of p(T), it follows that
there exists y in A~cl(p(T)S ) . Then y £M and IIy + Lll >i|p(of)|
L €. Cj L -2
for all L in . Therefore y 4 M and M 4 M_ . Hence M £ .
If xq £ M then, by the definition of M , M c M and so
M = M_ , contradicting what we have just shown. Therefore xQ ^ M"S^M_ .
Also, TxQ = C/-xQ , and hence cf. ^ =■ q/^ .
The following lemma gives us a result in the opposite direction.
Its proof borrows an idea from the proof of Lemma (5.l) in [35] .
(3.2.3) Lemma. Let M e ^
± . Then oC M e Sp(T) .
proof. Suppose that oh ^ 4 Sp(T) ; i.e. there exists S € B(x) such
that s(c/.j^ - T) = (eX^I - T)S = I. Let X denote the completion of X
and S , T the unique continuous extensions of S , T respectively to
X . p(T) is compact on X , and hence the only possible limit points of
Sp(T) are roots of the polynomial p . Therefore C V. Sp(f) is connected.
Let M be the closure of M in X . If | \ | > II Til ,
( >v I - T)-1 = L A-"-1 Tn ;
_ -1 _ _ n=° .
and hence (7\I - f) M c M , since T(M) c M . It follows that, if f
is a continuous linear functional on 1 such that f(M) = ^Oj , and if
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x € M > then
((XT- T)_1x,f) = 0
for |*| > IITil . But the function ■> ((XT - T)-1x,f) is
analytic on C N Sp(T) , which is connected. Therefore
((XT- T)-1x,f) = 0
if x e M , f € M1, and X e C \Sp(T) . Hence
( XT - T)~ x e M
if x € M and X e C \ Sp(5) ; i.e.
(XT - T)~1(M) C M
if X € C V Sp(T) . Now S(c<mT - T) - (oC T - T)S - T . Therefore
<\ecX Sp(T) and T) 1 = S . Hence s(M) c M , from which it
follows that
S(M) cinx = M •
Also, from the definition of zA ^ ,
(<*MI - T)(M) C M_ .
Hence, for x e M ,
x = (^1 - T)Sx e (c^I - T)S(M)
C (ot^ - T)(M) c M_ •
This gives M = M , contradicting M £ *3 ^ . Therefore cA ^ £ Sp(T) .
Remark. If p(oO 1 0 this result could be obtained more easily. For,
M
in this case, the operator T|M on M is polynomially compact and, by
the Riesz-Schauder theory, has as an eigenvalue.
(3.2.4) Definition. Given cX £ C , define the diagonal multiplicity of
<oX. in *3 to be the number of distinct M* s in
^ for which
=
• (The diagonal multiplicity is thus either a non-negative
integer or + 00 .)
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(3.2.5) Lemma. Let cA. € C with p(cX) ^ 0 . Then the diagonal multi¬
plicity of cA in is equal to the algebraic multiplicity of cA
relative to T (and in particular is finite).
Proof. If cA ^ Sp(T) then the algebraic multiplicity of cA is 0 .
Also, by Lemma (3-2.3), the diagonal multiplicity of cA is 0 . Hence,
we can assume that cA £ Sp(T) .
Firstly, we suppose that CA has index 1 relative to T .
Let = [M e *3 2 : = 1 and. N = [x ^ X : Tx = cA x] . For
each H in , the operator T|M is polynomially compact and,
since (cAl - T)(m) C M_ C M , cA ^ Sp(T|M) . Further, cA has index
1 relative to T|M . Hence, by the Riesz-Schauder theory,
M = (c*I - T)(M) ® HpM .
But (c/i - T)(ii) c m and m 4 m . Therefore nf\m £ m . For each m
in , let x^ eN\M_ . We show that [x^ : M £ ^ j is a
linearly independent set. Suppose not. Then, since each / 0 , we can find
distinct subspaces M]L,M2,...,Mn in (2^ (with n > 2) such that
A l2!^ + • • • + ^ nxI^ = 0 >
where 0 / € C for 1 < i < n . Also, by suitably renumbering if
necessary, we can assume that c I'l^ C • • • C M . Then
contradicting x^T ^ (M^) . Therefore |x^ : M 1 is a linearly
independent subset of N . It follows that the diagonal multiplicity of CA
is less than or equal to the dimension of N , which equals the
algebraic multiplicity of cA . Also, N is finite-dimensional. Hence
the diagonal multiplicity of cA is finite and equals d , say.
By Lemma (3.2.2), (y / 0 ; i.e. d > 1 . Thus we can write
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Cy - ,
where M. c Mg C • • • CK^ . Also, for convenience we write
xi = ^ U < 1 < d) •
We prove, by induction on i , that
Mif\N = [x1,...,xi] (l < i < d) (i)
Suppose that xe^ll . We can write
x = A x-j_ + y ,
where y £ (^)_ afrd € C . Since x and x^ belong to N , it
follows that y € N . If y / 0 then, by Lemma (3.2.2),
fN[L e : y e Lj € £ ;
and-hence n^Le ^ ! y €L] = M for some j . Since y € (l'l^) € 3 ,
it follows that
Mj ^ ^V- C I41 *
But this contradicts M, C ••• C®, • Therefore y = 0 and x = A x .Id 1
Hence (l) holds for i = 1 .
Suppose now that 1 < i < d and that
®i-l A ^ = £xi'* * *'Xi_i^ *
Let x = "Xx +y e M AK , where y € (M ) and "X e C . Then,
i l* 1 i -
since x , x.^ € N , y c N . If y = 0,x = Xxie . If
y / 0 , it follows as above from Leraiua (3.2.2) that
ye [l € °3 : y € Lj » m.
for some j . Since y e (M.) , it follows that
M. C (M.) CM. .
j — l- l
Therefore j < i-1 ; and so, by the induction hypothesis,
yeM^ c Mi_l = [x1""'xi_1J •
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Therefore x £ [x^,...,x^] . We have thus shown that
C Cx^»• • • tx^] •
Conversely, it is clear that [x^,...,x^] c M. . Hence
Mi r>N - [x1»---»xi] >
and (l) is established by induction. In particular,
Md nN = txi'-"'xd] ' ^
Now, if 0 ^ y £ N then, by Lemma (3.2.2), y £ for some i . There¬
fore N c M, . It follows from (2) that
— d
N = []x^,...,x^] .
Further, we have already seen that x^,...,x^ are linearly independent,
and so d = dim N . This completes the proof in the case when the index
of C* is 1 .




p(z) = a(z - OC1)(z - c*2)...(z - c/J ,
where a ^ 0 . Define the polynomial q by
q(z) = k\z - s(&<1)j[z - s(cX2)i...{z - s(rxjj .
Then
q(s(z)) = A[s(z) - 3(0^)5 ... [s(z) - s(c*r)j = p(z)r(z) ,
where r is some polynomial .
Let S » s(t) £ B(X) . Then
q(S) = q(s(T)) = p(T)r(T) ;
and so q(S) is compact. Also, ^ is a super-diagonal form for S .
Let M £ 'r? ^ > and suppose that x^ £ M . We have
d(z) = (z - C/-)k - (-O<0k .
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T*™ ~ c/% x „ €. M ;
R MM -
and so
~ S^C/"M^XM = ~ s^°<M^Xlyi ^ "
Now cL
^ = c/- if and only if s(c/^) = -(-c<)k . Hence the diagonal
multiplicity of cA in w.r.t. T equals the dicigonal multiplicity
of -(-c<.)k in w.r.t. S . Since k is the index of relative
y \lCto T , it easily follows that the index of -(,-caJ relative to S is
1 . Furthermore, q(s) is compact and
q(-(-«)k) - A|-(-c*)k - s(<*1)i...i-(-c«)k - s(o^)i
- (-)rA U, (ci - cA)k
1 r
^ 0 ,
since p(©<) ^ 0 and e*> ^,...,c<r are the roots of p . It follows
from what has been proved above that the algebraic multiplicity of
f \k-(-ok) relative to S is equal to the diagonal multiplicity of
-(- ck) in w.r.t. S , and hence equals the diagonal multiplicity
of d in ^ w.r.t. T . It is easy to verify that the algebraic
/ \k
multiplicity of -(,-ck.) relative to S equals the algebraic multi¬
plicity of relative to T . The required result now follows
immediately .
We summarise the lemmas given above in the following theorem,
which corresponds to Theorem 2 in [25] .
(3.2.b^ Theorem. Let X be a complex normed space and T € B(x) .
Suppose that p is a non-zero polynomial such that p(T) is compact.
Let "3 be a super-diagonal form for T ; and define U ^ and the
complex numbers d- ^ (M € 3 as above . Then
(i) Sp(T) fy [cxe C : p(oc) ^ Oj c 5
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(ii) [c<M : M e "51i C Sp(T) ;
(iii) if p( ©<) ^ 0 , then the diagonal multiplicity
of o< in ^ equals the algebraic multiplicity of c/L relative to T .
The following corollary corresponds to the Corollary to Theorem 2
in [25] .
(3.2.7) Corollary. If U. = $ , then Sp(T) C [ e C : p(cX) = Oj .
Proof. Immediate from (i) .
Remark. The results presented in this section have been obtained by
Ringrose in the case when T is compact (i.e. when p(z) = z). For the
most part, our proofs are simple adaptations of the proofs given by
Ringrose of the corresponding results in the compact case. This is
possible because the Bernstein-Robinson theorem enables us to char¬
acterize the super-diagonal forms for a polynomially compact operator
(Lemma (3-2.1)) in the same way that the Aronszajn-Smith theorem enabled
Ringrose to characterize them for a compact operator.
2.' Real spaces.
Throughout this section let X be a real normed space and let
T €. B(x) . Also, suppose that p is a non-zero polynomial with real
coefficients such that p(T) is compact. As in the above section, if
is an invariant nest for T and M £ j* , we set
M_ = cl U |L e 1:LC Mj ,
where we take cl(#0 = . Corresponding to Lemma (3-2.1) in the
complex case, the following lemma characterizes the super-diagonal forms
in the real case.
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(3.3.1) Lemma. Let '"3 be an invariant nest for T . Then is a
super-diagonal form if and only if
(i) [Oi and X belong to *3 ;
(ii) if c , then
: G € <5 J ^ cl U : G eQ J
belong to
(iii) dim (M - M ) <2 for each H in *3 ; and if
dim (M - M ) = 2 , then the operator induced by T on M - M
is irreducible.
Proof. Suppose that is a super-diagonal form; i.e. is
maximal w.r.t, the partial ordering < on the invariant nests for T
introduced in Section 1 . (i) and (ii) follow from the maximality of
in exactly the same way as in the proof of Lemma (3.2.1). For (iii),
we note firstly that, if F is a non-trivial subspace of M - M which
is invariant for (t|M) and if
M
= j ifX : x + M € F| ,
then F^ is invariant for T and M c C M . It follows easily
that F^ ^ and that ^U[F^| is totally ordered by inclusion.
This contradicts the maximality of . Therefore (T|M) has no non-
trivial invariant subspaces. Thus, by Theorem (2,2.2), dim (M - M_) < 2 ;
and also, if dim (M - M ) = 2 then (T|M)^ is irreducible.
Conversely, suppose that satisfies (i) - (iii) and is not
a super-diagonal form. Then there exists a subspace F of X such that
(a) F is invariant for T , (b) ^U^Fj is totally ordered by
inclusion, and (c) F ^ . Let M = cl {j\L £ *3 : L c Fj and
N = (*\ [L € 3: ^ ^ (ii)» Fi and N belong to ^ . As in the
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proof of Lemma (3-2.1), it is easily seen that N = M and that
M c F CN . Therefore dim (N - N ) > 2 , and so, by (iii) ,
dim (N - N ) = 2 . But [x + N : x e Fj is a non-trivial invariant sub-
space for (T|N)N , and this contradicts (iii) . Hence *^7 is a
super-diagonal form for T .
For the rest of this section let be a fixed super-diagonal
form for T .
Notation. Let
^ 1 = [M € H •- dim (M - M_) = lj
and
^2= [Me dim (M - Mj = 2j .
If M c ^ and z^glM , we can write
TZM = &Mhl + yM '
where e R and y^ €. M . Further, ft ^ is the unique eigenvalue of
the operator (T|M)^ on M - M , and hence depends on M but not on
the particular z^ chosen.
If M e. ^ 2 RRen operator (T|M)^ on M - M is
irreducible. Therefore, by Lemma (l.2.3), there exist y and z^ in
M\H_ such that, for some cX.^ , ft in R with ft ^ ^ 0 ,
TyK = °VM ~ P + "M
TzM = ^MyM + + VM '
where ^ \ e . Let
°M = + X^M ' " i^M ^ '
Then is the set of eigenvalues of the operator (T|M)^ , and hence
depends on M but not on the particular y^ and z^ chosen.
(3.3.2) Definitions, (i) Given ft £ R , define the diagonal multi-
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plicity of in 3 to be the number (either finite or + oo ) of
distinct M's in 3 ^ such that
(ii) Given T eC\H , define the diagonal multiplicity of y
in 3 "to number (either finite or + co) of distinct M's in
32 such that Y £ DM .
As in Chapter I , we denote by Xc the complexification of X
and by the linear operator induced on Xc by T . Further, the
spectrum of T is defined by
Sp(T) = Sp(T ) .
v
(3.3.5) Definition. Suppose that \ g C \ R and p(y) / 0 . Define
the algebraic multiplicity of X" relative to T to be the algebraic
multiplicity of Y relative to T .c
Remark. Suppose that Y € R and that p(Y) ^ 0 . It is easy to show
that the algebraic multiplicities of Y relative to T and Tc are
equal. Hence, even for real Y Definition (3«3.3) is consistent with
the definition of algebraic multiplicity given on p.31 .
We can now state the theorem which corresponds in the real case
to Theorem (3.2.6).
(3.3.4) Theorem. Let X be a real normed space and let T c B(x) .
Suppose that p is a polynomial with real coefficients such that p(T)
is compact. Also, let 3 be a super-diagonal form for T and, with
the above notation, let
D = (J5m : o U {DM : Me32J .
Then
(i) Sp(T) C\ [Y € C : p(Y) 1 0] CD;
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(ii) D c Sp(T) ;
(iii) if Y e C and p( Y) ^ ® » ^en
diagonal multiplicity of Y" in *3 equals the algebraic multiplicity
of Y relative to T .
Proof. The method of proof is as follows. We construct from *"3 a super-
diagonal form for Tc . Since p has real coefficients,
| p(T) ^ = p(T ) . Iience p(T ) is compact.- The requi redhesults for T and
C Q C
follow from an application of Theorem (3-2.6) to Tc and *3 Q .
Given a subspace M of X , let
Mc = fx + iy : x , y € M} .
Then M is a (closed) subspace of X . Also, the following resultsc c
are easily verified.
(A) If T(M) c M then T(M ) r M .
c c c
(b) If y is a non-empty collection of subspaces of X , then
fngn- m°c =»« QS •
(a) if is a non-empty nest of subspaces of X , then
[cl(U<^)ic = cl (J fGc : G e ^ ] •
Given M in ^3 2 >
dim^M - M_) - dimc(Mc - (M_)c) = 2 ,
where dirn^ denotes the dimension over K (= R,C). By (a), Mc and
(M_)c are invariant for Tq . Therefore, for each M in ^2 we can
choose a subspace of X such that T (P„.) c P.. andM c c M — M
(MJc C PM C Mc . Let
*Jc = [Mc : M£ *2} U [Fm : Me ^21 •
We shall prove that *3
c is a super-diagonal form for T^ .
Since *3 is totally ordered by inclusion, so is fM : Mg 3j.
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If L , He ^ and L ^ M , then either L C M or H c L . In the
former case L c H » and so
hc\ c (m.) c fm .
Similarly, in the latter case F,. c FT . Therefore [F : M €.*3 „} is1VI L M (L
totally ordered by inclusion. Suppose that M e *3 L £ ^ •
Either M c L or L c M . In the former case, I cL and hence
and in the latter case
M C (L ) C FT ;
c - — c L '
FT c L C M .L c — c
It now follows that *3 is totally ordered by inclusion, and hence is
an invariant nest for T . Suppose that *3C is not a super-diagonal
form. Then there is a subspace F of X such that (a) F isr o c o
invariant for Tc , (b) *3c U[Fqj is totally ordered by inclusion, and
(°) £ *dc . Let
Go = A[0 € *3: F0CGj .
By Lemma (3.3.1) (ii), GQ £ *3 • By result (b) given above,
(G0)c = and FocGc| ,
and so F c (G ) .■ But (G ) €: *3 F 4. J Therefore
v/ - v c o c c o c
*0 c (s„)0 • (3)
Given L in L c G if and only if L c F ; and hence0 CO
(G0)_ = clUI L € *3 : LccPj •
Then, by (c), [(gJ L - :Le 1 and L C F j ; from which
"" C C CO
it follows that
Uc0)J0 CFo. (4)
From (3) and (4) we see that
dimcKG0)c ~ 1(G0)JC] > 2 .
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But
dimC*(Go)c ~ WJC! = dimR^Go * (G°}-> * 2 (5)
by Lemma (3.3.1) (iii). Hence dimR[G0 - (Gq) ] = 2 and Gq e *
Then either F c Fn or F„ r R • In "the former case, using (3) and
0 Go Go 0
(4), we get
i(G0)Jo C Fo c F,o c (O0)c,
and in the latter
i(Go)Jc c F0(> C F0 C (C0)c .
Thus, in both cases
diracKGo)c - Kgo)Jc5 > 5,
contradicting (5). Hence ^ is a super-diagonal form for Tq .
¥e now determine (^Q)^ > i-e» we determine those subspaces G
in for which G ^ G . To do this, note firstly that if G1,G0 € ^ ,C — JL c. C
G^ c ' 331(1 ddmc^G2 ~ **3.) = d ' ^6n G1 = ^G2^ " ^ow' ^ € ^2
then
dimc[Mc - FmJ = dimc[FM - (M.)J - 1 .
Hence
(*o)- - fm • (V-" (M->c 1
and so Mq , F^ e • Also' if Me <^1 then
dim^Mc - (M_)cj = dim^M - M_j = 1 .
Hence (Mq)_ = (M_)q , and Mc £ Oc) . We have thus proved that
[Mc : M e 31U*32) UiFM : M € *3 2) C (Jc)1 • (6)
If M € ^ 32] , then M = K_ = cl U [L € *3 : L C Mj .
Hence, by (c),
M = cl U [L : Lf ^ and L c Mj ,
v* C
But L C M if and only if L c M . Therefore
c c
M = cl (J SL : L € ^ and L C M J
c c c c
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C cl U [ G : G e J? and G c M ]o c
■ <V- •
Hence M( if m e \ [S^E? 2* • Eiuation (6) now gives
|Mc : M€t?1U^23 UiEM *. M 2! = (3^ •
With the notation of Section 2 for the super-diagonal form ^ ,
it is clear that ©4^ = for each M in ^ ^ . If M € 32 > by
considering the operator (Tcl ) on ~ ^ ^ ^"s easy
see that
Thus
S^H • otFM ) " SpfW1'1)^) %
1^G : Ge CJJJ-!/?„ ! uUi»M : Ke52i - D • (7)
As remarked above, the operator p(lc) is compact. Noting that
Sp(T) = Sp(T ) by definition, results (i) and (ii) follow directly fromc
(7), together with Theorem (3.2.6) (i),(ii) applied to the super-
diagonal form j for T .c c
To prove (iii), we show firstly that, for Y € C , the diagonal
multiplicity of Y in equals the diagonal multiplicity of Y
in • Put d(Y ) = the diagonal multiplicity of Y in 3 Thenc c
d(Y) = the number of distinct G's in (3^ ■), with c< n = Y •
c 1 G
If M e^2 , then [oC^, <*^5 = DM C C \R . Therefore, for Y € R
d(Y) = the number of distinct M ' s with II f 7. and OC,, = "Y .v
c ^ 1 K
c
But L = M if and only if Lc = Mc . Hence
d(Y) = the number of distinct s in ^ ^ with
i.e.
d(Y) = the diagonal multiplicity of Y in .
If Ye C\R , since for M in , we have
c
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<KY) = 'the number of distinct G's in [M : : M g ^ j
c 2 M 2
with o<. = X *
If M e 3 2 ^en ^°Sl' °^F ^ = cons;'-s^s a Pair non-real
complex numbers which are the complex conjugates of each other. Thus
distinpt -subspaces. Hence
d(Y) = the number of distinct M's in 2 Y € ,
i.e., by Definition (3-3.2) (ii),
d.( Y) = the diagonal multiplicity of Y in ^ .
We have thus shown that, for all V in C , the diagonal multiplicities
of V in ^ and ^ c are equal.
It now follows from Theorem (3.2.6) (iii) that, if Y £C and
p(Y ) ^ 0, then the diagonal multiplicity of Y in J equals the
algebraic multiplicity of Y relative to T .By Definition (3.3.3)c
and the remark following it, the algebraic multiplicities of Y rel¬
ative to T and T^ are equal. Therefore the diagonal multiplicity of
Y in ^ equals the algebraic multiplicity of relative to




OPERATORS WITH SPECTRA ON THE UNIT CIRCLE
A theorem of Godement [l4] states that, if T is an isometric
operator on a complex Banach space X ( where dim X > 1 ) , then
T has a non-trivial invariant subspace. It follows immediately from this
result that, if T is an invertible bounded linear operator on X such
that II Tntl <M (-<>5<n< oo) for some constant M , then T has a
non-trivial invariant subspace. For, if we set
II x||
^ = sup [ II Tnx|| : - Co< n < co } (x e X) ,
it is easy to see that II || is a norm on X which is equivalent to
II II , and that T is isometric with respect to II II .
In [32] , Wermer generalizes this result and obtains an invariant
subspace theorem for operators T in B(x) which are invertible and
satisfy the following conditions:
(i) Sp(T) contains more than one point;
(ii) there is a sequence lan}C^0 0? real numbers such that
a) llTn|| < a^ (- Co < n < OO ) ,
t>) an = a_n (- Co < n < 00 ) ,




- CO 1 + XT'
Condition (ii) implies that 1
(iii) Sp(T) c S = \z e C : |z| = lj .
Wermer considers an operator T satisfying (iii) and constructs a
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family of linear subsets of X , each of which is invariant for T . He
then shows that (ii) implies that these subsets are closed, and that (i)
implies that at least one of them is non-trivial. In a subsequent paper
[34] he shows by example that the order condition on the growth of l|Tnl|
as |n| —> C-O is approximately best possible for his method to work.
We remark that Schwartz uses a similar technique in [29] to obtain an
invariant subspace theorem for certain operators on Hilbert space with
compact imaginary parts.
Our intention is to study operators with spectra lying on the
unit circle, and to obtain an invariant subspace theorem which is
similar to Wermer's. We consider a certain commutative Banach algebra of
sequences and find that condition (ii) can be replaced by demanding that
this algebra be completely regular. This algebra was introduced by
Wermer in [32], but it was not fully exploited there to construct
invariant subspaces, (although our method was mentioned briefly in [34]).
Further, we are easily able to extend our results from the complex to
the real case.
Finally, we shall assume a knowledge of elementary Banach algebra
theory, such as can be found in [24, Chapters I - III]. In particular,
we use the Gelfand representation theory of commutative Banach algebras.
i- The algebra w(t).
Throughout this section let X be a complex Banach space and T
an invertible operator in B(x) . Let




Sp(T) c S .
This is equivalent to
r(T) = r(T_1) = 1 ,
where r(T) , r(T "*") are the spectral radii of T , T-"'" respectively.
(4.1.1) Definition. Let w(T) be the set of sequences defined by
W(T) = [h = |>h j00 : h g C and £ |h |llTn|| < ooj .<• 1 n - co n _c^> "
If we define addition and scalar multiplication (by complex
numbers) in W(t) coordinate-wise, and set
co
ilhll = £ |h |llTn|| (h = [h 1 € W(T)) ,
- co n n
then ¥(t) is a Banach space.
(4.1.2) Lemma. Let h = jh j and k = {k j belong to W(t) . Then
Co n n
C h k is absolutely convergent for all n . further, if we
m = -oon_m m
define the product hk of h and k to be the sequence [p j given
<23 n
P = >- h k , then W(t) becomes a complex commutative Banach
n m = _ con~m m
algebra with identity.
Proof. Since r(T) = r(T-^) = 1 , ||Tnil > 1 for all n . Hence
CO
21 |h | < CO
- CO 00
for each h in W(T) . It follows that ^ h k is absolutely
m = -co n~ra m
convergent for all n . Further,
co co oo
n Ipjllfll S 21 IVmlHSnUl""n = -co n = -com = -co
<21 l|k |||Tn~ml|l|Tra||- c—• n-ra m
n m
= [XZ Mll^linZ Ik^jlIITml| 3
= llhllllktl
< CO .
Thus p = [p^} g W(T) and IIpt| < ||h||||kll . It is now elementary to
check that W(t) is a complex commutative Banach algebra with identity
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e given by
e = 1 ; e = 0 (n/o).
o n
Remark. Sequence algebras of this form are considered in [l2,Chapter III],
where the numbers IIT51!! are replaced by positive numbers Q(n satis¬
fying cy( < c< c< .
n+m - n m
If h^ W(T) then A- |h | < CO . Therefore, given "A in
n n
S , we can define a function : w(t) ■> C by
J*x(h) = ShnXn (h = [\] € W(T)) .
(4.I.3) Lemma. The mapping X —■> K is a homeomorphism of S on toX
the carrier space of \«/(t) (endowed with the usual Gelfand topology).
Proof. A simple calculation shows that, for each "\ e S , yt is a
A
non-zero multiplicative linear functional on w(t) . Conversely, suppose
that 4 ^ a non-zero multiplicative linear functional on W(t) . Define
u € W(T) by
U1 = 1 ; un = 0 (n / l) .
Then u is regular in w(T) and ||un|| = l|T31!) for all n . Thus
0 ± l^(u) |n = (^(u11) | < ||Tnl|
for all n . Hence
1




^(u)f1 < inf l|T~n||n = r(T_1) = 1 .
n > 0
Therefore l/(u) | = 1 , and ^(u) = X € S * If h = [h^j € W(t) , then
03 n
h = L h u in the norm of w(t) . Hence
- go n
^(h) = f h )\E
— Co u
by the continuity of 4 ; i.e. / = d .
A
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Since S^(u) ~ ^ ^ = implies that X = yu . Therefore
the mapping X > is (l>l) and on to the carrier space of ¥(T) .
A
The inverse mapping j/ > j^(u) is clearly continuous, and hence is a
homeomorphism since both spaces are compact and Hausdorff.
Henceforth we shall identify the carrier space of w(T) with S
A
by the above homeomorphism. We write h : S > C for the Gelfand
transform of h ; i.e.
oj
£(X) - CXes) .
It is clear that hn is the nth Fourier coefficient of K . Therefore
A
h = 0 implies that h = 0 . Thus, we have
(4.1.4) Lemma. W(T) is semi-simple.
Given h in W(T) ,
CO
U = h Tn
h n
defines a bounded linear operator on X , since the infinite sum is
absolutely convergent.
(4.1.5) Lemma. The mapping h > U is a continuous representation
h
of w(T) on X . Also,
Sp(Uh) = h (Sp(T))
for h in W(T) . (Note that h (Sp('l)) makes sense since Sp(T) C S .)
Proof. That h > is a representation is easy to verify. For
instance,
n ^— V" i_ n—m m
= T" [ Th k!TnaLIh k t thk ~n m n-ra m n m TWn m
- Tms - un.
Also,
n n M 5- m h k
HU || » II H h Tn|| <T |h | II Tn|| = llhll ,h
n n ~ n n
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and so the representation is continuous.
Let A be a maximal commutative subalgebra of B(X) containing
[U^ : he tf(T)j , and let $ be the carrier space of A . Then
Sp(Dh) - SpA(uh) - \A\) i fe ii
- WZ < I>eii
■ IZhW(i)in = ,/eJj .
n
Also,
Sp(T) = SpA(T) = |^(T) : ^ellcS.
Therefore
b (Sp(T)) = h M(T)}n : fie I] - Sp(U ) .
n " 11
(4.1.6) Definition. Let A be a complex commutative Banach algebra with
identity, and let $ be the carrier space of A . Then A is
completely regular if, given a closed subset P of J and </> ,
there exists a in A such that
a U) / 0 , a|F - 0 ,
where a denotes the Gelfand transform of a .
(4.1.7) Definition. Given U £ B(x) , a subspace Y of X is ultra-
invariant for U if it is invariant for every V in B(x) with
UV - VU .
(4.1.8) Theorem. Suppose that W(T) is completely regular and that
Sp(T) contains more than one point. Then T has a non-trivial ultra-
invariant subspace.
Proof. Let and be distinct points in Sp(T) . Choose an open
arc S. and a closed arc S„ in S such that X, g S r S_ and1 2 1 l 2
^ . By the complete regularity of W(T), there exist h and k
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in W(T) such that
h (X^ 4 o , h|(s v Sx) = 0 ,
and
k (\ ) / 0 , k|s2 = 0 .
AAA
Then (hk) = h k = 0 ; and so, by Lemma (.4.1.4), hk = 0 . Hence
u = u u = 0 .
hk h k
By Lemma (4.1.5),
0/h(\)eh (Sp(T)) = Sp(Uh) .
Hence / 0 . Similarly, / 0 .
Let Y = cl(U^X) . Y ^Oj , since ^ 0 . If Y - X , then
Vx) " Vcl(ukx)5 £ cl(uhukx) = '
contradicting / 0 . Hence Y is a non-trivial subspace of X .
Further, if V e B(x) and VT = TV , then VUk = UkV . Therefore
V(Y) C cl[VUkX] = cl [UkV(x)j £ cl(UkX) = Y .
Thus Y is a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace for T .
The general question of determining when W(t) is completely
regular will be discussed in the next two sections. However, there is
one case which is easily disposed of in the following lemma.
(4.1.9) Lemma. If IIt11!! = 0(|n|X) for some integer k > 0 , then W(t)
is completely regular.
Proof. Let S.. be a closed subset of S , and let xX 6S\3^ . There
exists a function f : S > c such that (a) f( X) 4 0 , (b) f|S^ = 0 ,
and (c) if g : R > C is defined by
g(x) = f(eix) (x e R) ,
then g is (k + 2)-times continuously differentiable. We show that
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f = h for some h in W(t) , and this will complete the proof.
For n / 0 , the nth Fourier coefficient h. of f is given by
hn " 2^/.7,g(x)e"ln3!dI
2"J -r. (in) ^ '
integrating by parts k + 2 times. Thus
|h I < tn|-(k+2)llg(k+2)IL = 0([nf(k+2)) ,
n -*
and so
|hn|||Tnll = 0( |n|~2) .
Therefore
Co
21 I h | If Tn|| < OO ,
- CO
and h = [hnj belongs to W(T) . By the remark following Lemma (4.1.3),
/\ />>
h is the nth Fourier coefficient of h . Therefore h = f . This
n
completes the proof.
We now obtain the following result, which is Theorem 3 in [32].
(4.1.10) Theorem. Let T be an invertible operator in B(x) , where X
is a complex Banach space. Suppose that ||Tn|| = 0(|n|k) for some
integer k > 0 . Then either T = X I or T has a non-trivial ultra-
invariant subspace.
Proof. Firstly, note that !lT11!! = 0(|n|k) implies that the spectrum of
T lies on the unit circle. Hence we can apply the theory developed
above. If the spectrum of T contains more than one point then
Theorem (4.1.8), together with Lemma (4.1.9), gives the required result.
Suppose that Sp(T) = £ X} for some X € S . A theorem of
Gelfand and Hille, [30,p.6], gives
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(T - \l)k+1 - 0 .
Then, if T / ^ I , it is easily seen that
[x : (T - ")\l)x = 0}
is a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace for T .
Godement1s theorem follows as an immediate corollary.
(4.1.11) Corollary. Let T be an isometric linear operator on a complex
Banach space. Then, either T = I for some ^ in S , or T has a
non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace.
Proof. Since T is isometric, T(x) is a (closed) subspace of X , and
does not equal . If T(x) / X , then T(x) is a non-trivial ultra-
invariant subspace for T . If T(x) = X , T-"'" is an isometric linear
operator and IIT11!! = 1 for all n . Theorem (4.1.10) now gives the
required result.
£. Quasi-analvtic classes of functions.
Our intention is to investigate conditions on the sequence
jiit11!! 5 which ensure that w(t) is completely regular. We shall use the
theory of quasi-analytic classes of functions and in this section we
give a brief account of those parts of that theory which will be needed.
For a general discussion of quasi-analyticity, we refer the reader to
[6], [2l] and [28,Chapter 19].
Let [a,b] be a closed interval in R , and let M = ^ Q
ba a sequence of positive real numbers.
(4.2.1) Notation. Let C^[a,b] denote the set of functions f mapping
[a,b] into C such that
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(i) f is infinitely differentiable on [a,b] (with
right and left derivatives of all orders at a and b respectively);
(ii) < 4 \ (k > 0) ,
(k)
where is a constant depending on f but not on k , and llf II ^
denotes the supremum of |f (x) | for .x in [a,b] .
(4.2.2) Definition. C^[a,b] is quasi-analytic if
f € C^[a,b] , f^(x) = 0 for some x g [a,b] and all k > 0
implies that f = 0 .
The fundamental theorem of the subject is due to Denjoy and
Carleman and gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence
M for C^[a,b] to be quasi-analytic. To state it in the form which
will be most useful for our purposes, we introduce a function q
defined by
k
q(x) . sup ~(x> 0) .
k>0\
The following properties of q are easily verified.
M ^ ^ °<> (x > °) •
o
(ii) q(x) < q(y) if 0 < x < y .
~
1
(iii) q(x) < CO for all x > 0 if and only if (M^)^« ■> C-O as
k > CO .
(iv) If q(x) < CO for all x , then q is continuous and q(x) > i
Mo
as x ■> 0+ .
From (iv), if q(x) < C<5 for all x , then
p OO
I(q) -
either converges or diverges to +CO . If q(x) = CO eventually,
0 1 + x
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define
l(q) = + OO .
We can now state the Den joy-Carleman theorem (see [21,p.69] and
[28,p.376]).
(4.2.3) Theorem.
(i) If l(q) = + C3 , then CM[a,b] is quasi-analytic.
(ii) If l(q) converges, then there exists a function f in
C^[a,b] such that
(a) f^(a) = f^(b) =0 (k > 0) ,
(b) ||f(k)l|^ < ^ (k > 0) ,
(c) f is not identically zero .
(4.2.4) Notation. If f : [-7^,7*] > C is a continuous function,
write
f / a e
—■ n





Suppose that -7"\<a<b<7T and that M and q are as
above. Then we have the following result, which is essentially due to
Mandelbrojt [21,pp.78 et seq.].
(4.2.5) Theorem.
(i) Suppose that l(q) = +OO , and that f : [-7T , 75 ] -> C
is infinitely differentiate and vanishes outside [a,b] . Suppose
further that
|anlq(|n|) » 0(l) ,
where f ~ a einx . Then f = 0 .
n
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(ii) Suppose that l(q) < CO . Then there exists a function
f : [-7T, n] -■ > C such that
(a) f is infinitely differentiable;
(b) f vanishes ouside [a,b] , but is not identically zero;
A
(c) |a |q(|n|) = 0(l) , where f ) a einX .n n
Proof, (i) Suppose that l(q) and f are as in (i) in the statement
of the theorem. Since f is infinitely differentiable, it is easy to
show that
QO
f^(x) = (in)\einX (-7T < x < rr , k > 0) ,
- CO n
where the right hand side is uniformly absolutely convergent. Thus
lf(k)ll<>0 < H |n|k|anl (k > 0) .
XI = - CO
Also, from the definition of q ,
q( In!) > (k > 0) .




n = - co InI
for some constant K-^ . Thus
>(k)," "oo < K2 ^+2 (k ^ 0)
for some constant K2 . Define g : [-A,7t] > C by
■ I'J -7g(x) = } ds■n J
fs
f(t)dt (- A< x < 7T ) •
- n
Then g is infinitely differentiable and
g(k+2) = fM (k > 0) .
Hence g € Cjj[-7"V , 7T] . Also, since f vanishes on [-TT,a] ,
g^k)(x) = 0 (-7T < x < a , k > 0) .
Therefore, by Theorem (4.2.3) (i) and Definition (4.2.2) , g = 0 .
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Hence f = 0 .
(ii) Suppose that l(q) < OO . By Theorem (4.2.3) (ii), there
exists an infinitely differentiable function g : [a,b] ■> C such
that
(a) g(k)(a) - g(k)(H) = 0 (k > 0) i
(*>) llg^ll,^ < (k > 0) ;
(c) g is not identically zero.
Define f : [-7Tf7T] > C by
f(x) = g(x) (a < x < b) ,
f(x) = 0 (-7T<x<a,b<x<n).
Then f is not identically zero, vanishes outside [a,b] , and is
infinitely differentiable. Suppose that f a^e'"1* . For n ^ 0
and k > 0 ,
= -L- f f(x)e_illx<lic - J- r f(k)(x) S—L dx ." sr'J-n 2".n U)k








_ IIgallop ^ \
l lkI I
for n- 4 0 and k > 0 . Hence
|aJ £ inf—= [ sup |U| j """ = . 1 . .
k > 0|n| k > 0 Mk q(In|)
Therefore
lan lq( In|) = 0(1) ,
and the proof is complete.
We now give a characterization of those continuous functions
q : [o,Co) ■> (0,<^>) for which there is a sequence [%-j^ > q of
positive numbers such that
k
q(x) =. sup (x > 0) ,
k > 0 %
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in terms of their values at 0,1,2,...
(4.2.6) Theorem.
(i) Suppose that is a sequence of positive numbers
3c "*
such that q(x) = sup 7— < 00 for x > 0 . Define q(o) =* i .
k>0\ Mo
Then
(a) 0 < q(n) < q(n + l) (n > 0) ;
(b) there is a sequence £k(n)jn ^ ^ of non-negative
integers such that k(n) /T 00 as n > CO , and
k(n) < log q(n + 1) - log ,(n) < k{n + l} (jj > l} _
log (n + 1) - log n
Conversely,
(ii) suppose that [an5n > q is a sequence of real numbers
such that
(a) 0 < an < an+1 (n > 0) ;
(b) there is a sequence [k(n)]n ^ of non-negative
integers such that k(n) '|N co as n > cO > and
k(n) < l0g 311+1 " l0g 871 < k(n + l) (n > l) .
log (n+l) - log n
Then there is a sequence 1^5^ y q °i positive numbers such that
'o-»0"»"kToC (nil)-
Proof, (i) Let
> q 9 aB in ihe statement of part (i)
of the theorem. From remark (iii) on p.59, (M^) > €>-> as
Jc
k > c^i . Hence ~ —•-> 0 as k —•> Co , for all x > 0 .
k
Therefore
q(x) = max ^
k > 0 Mjc




«<■> ■ r •
k
(1)
nk(n) . nk(n+l) (n + l)k("+l) (n + l)k(n)
\(n) ~ ^k(n+l) \(n+l) ~ ^(n)
for n > 1 . Hence
[k(n + l) - k(n)j log n < log \(n+1) - loS
and
log \(n+1) ~ log \(n) ^ + ^ ~ loS (n + ^ ^
for n ;> 1 . Also,
q(n) = (n > 1) »
k(n)
and so
log q(n + l) - log q(n) = k(n + l)log (n + l) - k(n)log n (3)
+ log Mk(n) - log
for n > 1 . (l), (2) and (3) give
k(„) < l°s g(n + 1) - log q(n) k(n + x) („>!).
log (n + l) - log n
It is now easy to verify that q and [k(n)j satisfy properties (a)
and (b).
(ii) Let [anjn ^ q and [k(n)jn ^ ^ satisfy the conditions in
the statement of part (ii) of the theorem. Let be the smallest




for 1 ^ k < k(n-^) . If k > k(n^), there is a unique n ( > n^) such
that k(n - l) < k < k(n) . Put
nk(n)
"k - v- •
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Thus, if we define k(0) =0 , then
1 nk(n)
M = and KL = — ,
o a0 k ®n
where k(n - l) < k < k(n) .
Let n > 1 be fixed. If k(m - l) < k < k(m) then = ^k(m)
%(m)
Therefore . It follows that
Now
nk nk(m)
sup -jr - sup -rr—
k l 0 Mk m ^ 0 nk(m)
, k(n+l)




. n"<"f ,a, < a - 8^ • (5)
(h+l)k(n+l) ^ " n ^
We show, by induction on m , that
k(n+m)
£ < a (m > l) . (6)
Mk(„«) "
The case m = 1 is given by (5). Also, replacing n by n+m in (5), we
get
, Nk(n+m+l) , ,k(n+m)La ± w) < La + ill . (7)
\(n+m+l) \(n+m)
Suppose that (6) holds for some m > 1. Then
nk(n+m+l)
= nk(n+m) \(n+m) „k(n+m+l)
Mk(n+m+l) ~ Mk(n+m) Mk(n+m+l) nk^n+m)
k(n+m) m , ,k(n+m+l)
< u k(atm) In t n) t
~
\(n+m) \(n+m+l) (n + m)k(n+m)
since k(n+m+l) > k(n+m) . Hence, by (7),
k(n+m+l) k(n+m)
a 1 < a
^k(n+m+l) *\c(n+m)
< a^ , by the induction hypothesis
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Therefore, by induction, (6) holds.
nk(n) / \ fr \
Since an = ^ , equations (.4) and {6) give
k(n)
nk nk(m)
sup — = sup
k i 0 \ 0 i m < n Mk(m)
Using the fact that
if 1 < m < n . Also,
Hence, from (8),(9) and (10) ,
k
a = sup — ,
n k > 0 Mk
(0)
■StttI > (m +JK (in > 1) ,
ara ~ mk^
it can be shown, in the same way that (6) was proved, that
k(ra) k(n)
S— < - i— C9)\(m) ~ k(n)
k(°)
This completes the proof of (ii).
(4.2.7) Definition. A sequence lanln ^ q rea^- numbers is
log-convex if
(i) 0 < an < an+1 (n > 0) ,
log a„Ll - log a^
(ii) n+1 — as n •> OO .
log (n+1) - log n
We can now obtain the theorem which will be used in the next
section to give conditions which will ensure that W(t) is completely
regular. The result is essentially Theorems I,II in [21,Chapter VI].
(4.2.8) Theorem. Let a,b ^ R be such that -n<a<b<Tl , and let
|anJn > 0 be a log-convex sequence of real numbers.
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e-o
(i) Suppose that 21 —= C-O , and that f : [-7T, rr] > C
n=l n
is an infinitely differentiable function which vanishes ouside [a,b] .
Suppose further that
|c |a| , = 0(1) ,n |n|
where f T c einX . Then f = 0 .
n
c<j
■ log A(ii) Suppose that —21 < Ob . Then there exists a function
n=l n2
f : [-7^, ■> C such that
(a) f is infinitely differentiable;
(b) f vanishes outside [a,b] , but is not identically zero;
(c) |c I a. I , = 0(l) , where f c e""1'* .
n |n| n
/ \ loS ^i+i ~ loS ®n
Proof. For n > 1 , let N(n) = the integral part of .
log (n + l) - log n
Then
0 < N(n) for all n , and N(n) /T> CO as n > to > (ll)
Define sequences )b t v . , 5b'< v . as follows :1 nJn > 0 c nJn > 0
bo = ao ' bl = ®l * bn+l = bn*eXp l0g (n > l) ;
bo = ao ' bn = nbn (n * 1} '
The following properties of these sequences are easily verified.
1°S b -i - log b , , , „—Sil &_ = u(n) >0 (n > 1) . (l2)
log (n + l) - log n
hiCl - ^ < , „(n) + j > „ (B > . (1J)
log (n + l) - log n
b < a < b' ; log b' = log b + log n (n > l) .
n-n-n n n
From (ll),(12) and (13), we see that the sequences i^nln > q
and it>nJn ^ q satisfy conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem (4.2.6) (ii)
(14)
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Hence we can find sequences [M^j and [ j , and corresponding
functions q and q' such that
\ = q(n) , b^ = q'(n) (15)
for n > 1 .
CO
x
(i) Suppose that -c* and that f is as in the
n=l n
statement of part (i) of the theorem. From (l4) and (l5), we see that
'Gn'b|n| = 'Cn'q^'n'^ = '
and that
l(q) = OO .
Hence, by Theorem (4.2.5) (i), f = 0 .
GO .
(ii) Suppose that < CO . It follows from (l4)
C<3 , n=l n
V loe K / \
that 2_ 5-** < OO > and hence, by (15), that
n-1 n
f
l(q) < 00 .
Therefore, by Theorem (4.2.5) (ii), there exists a function
f : [-h , rr] •> C such that
(a) f is infinitely differentiable;
(b) f vanishes outside [a,b] , but is not identically zero;
(c) Icjq'dnl) = 0(1) , where f cneinX •
It follows from (l4) and (15) that
Ic |a, , = 0(1) ,n I n 1
and this completes the proof of (ii).
JJ. Complete regularity.
We now return to the situation discussed in Section 1. Through¬
out this section, X is a complex Banach space and T is a bounded
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linear operator on X such that
Sp(T) C S = [z € C : |z| = if .
Further, W(T) is the sequence algebra defined by (4.1.1) and studied in
Section 1. We shall investigate conditions under which w(t) is
completely regular. From the identification of the carrier space of W(t)
with S given by Lemma (4.1.3), and from the definition of complete
regularity given by (4.1.6), the following result is clear.
(4.3-1) Lemma. W(t) is completely regular if and only if, given A
in S and a closed subset of S with A 4 , there is a con¬
tinuous function f : S ■> C such that
(i) f(A) 4 0 , f|S1 = 0 ;
(ii) ^ |c |!lTn|| < 00 , where f ~ c einx .
-co n n
Remark. By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, the Fourier coefficients of any
continuous function tend to 0 as |n| —■> co . Roughly speaking, to
ask for complete regularity is to ask for the existence, for each proper
closed subset of S , of a continuous function f which vanishes
on and whose Fourier coefficients tend to 0 fast enough for (ii)
to hold, and yet is not identically zero. Hence W(t) will be
completely regular if the sequence [ II Tnll 5 does not diverge too rapidly
as jnI > Co , (e.g. , by Lemma (4.1.9), if HTnll = 0(|n|k) ). In
this section we attempt to give a more precise meaning to 'too rapidly'
in this context.
Lemma (4.3.1) can in fact be improved upon in the following way.
(4.3.2) Lemma. For n > 0 , let c< = max [l|Tnl|,llT nl| 5 . Then W(T) is
completely regular if and only if, given £ with 0 < t < vr ,
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there exists an infinitely differentiable function f : [-TT ,17 ] ■> C
such that
(i) f is not identically zero;
(ii) f vanishes outside [-£,£.] ;
lnx
(iii) |c IcA, , = o(l) , where f ~ c e
n I n | ^ n
Proof. Firstly, we make several remarks on the convolution product of
two functions. Let f and g be continuous functions mapping [-17* 17]
into C , with f(-fT) = f( vT) and g"(—TT) = g(TT ) . If we also denote
by f , g the periodic extensions (of period 27T) of f , g resp¬
ectively, we can define the convolution product f^g : [-TT, IT]-—> C
by
(f*g)(x) = ■—[ f(x - t)g(t)dt (- IT < X < tr ) .2TrJ _n ~ ~
f*g is continuous and (f»)5- g)(-T>) = (fMfg)(T"0 . The following
results are standard. (See, e.g., [l9,Chapter 2] and [27,Chapter l].)
(a) If aTie'"1X and g ^ YL bvie3'nX , then
f*g a b4—
n r
(b) If f vanishes outside [-£,£] and g vanishes outside
[-r\ , q ] , where £ + < TT , then fsteg vanishes outside
[-( £ ),£• + PJ ] .
Also, by a consideration of Fourier series, it is easy to show
that
(c) if f is infinitely differentiable and f^(-TT) = f^(TT)
for all k > 0 , then f^ g is infinitely differentiable and
(f*g/k) = f^*g for all k > 0 .
We now proceed to prove the lemma. Suppose that W(T) is






set of S given by
S1 = [eix : x e [-TT.TT ] \ (- ~, ^.)j .
There exists h = in W(T) such that h |S^ = 0 and h (l) f 0 .
Since 'h 4 0 , iu ^ 0 for some n . Define f : [-"'T,TT] > C by
no 1
fx(x) = e~in°X h (e1X) (- 7T < x < TT ) .
Then f, vanishes outside f- —1 and f, V~ h einX . Define
1 L 4 4J 1 *— n+nQ
f2 : C-rr,TE] .> c by
f2(x) = f^x) (- 7T < x < TT ) .
Then f_ vanishes outside f- ^-1 and f„ «*-» h einX . Let2 L 4 4 2 z— -n+nQ
f^ = ffg : *> c • By remarks (a) and (b) above, f^,
vanishes outside ["- and f ^ 5~~ h h exnx . LetL 2' 2J 3 *— n+nQ -n+nQ
f^ : [-TF ,Tl] > C be an infinitely differentiable function which
vanishes outside [- fj] but is not identically zero. Suppose that
£inx ixa^e . By multiplying f by an appropriate power of e
if necessary, we can assume that aQ ^ 0 . Let f = f^ . By remark
(c), f is an infinitely differentiable function mapping [— ~rr, 7T 3 into
C ; and, by (b), f vanishes outside [-£,8] . From (a), f~ E o e1"
where c = a h h . Therefore c = a h 4 0 , and so f is not
n n n+n -n+n o on'
oo o
identically zero. Also
|h ||h \c< < |h lllT^llh | II T_n||
n+n0 -n+n0 |n| 1 n+n0 -n+n0
< |h |||Tn+n°i||h | t|T-n+n°|| l|T~n°l|2
- n+n„ ' -n+no o
= 0(1) ,
CO
since ^ |h 11| T11!! < cO . Further, |a | = 0(l) . Hence
n n
|c jc<t | = |a h h loti | = o(l) .n' |n| n n+nQ -n+n0' |n| v
Therefore f satisfies conditions (i) - (iii), and the first part of
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the lemma is proved.
Suppose conversely that, for each £ with 0 < < tt ,
there is an infinitely differentiable function f : [-7T,7t] , ■> C
satisfying conditions (i) - (iii). We show that W(T) is completely
regular.
Let S^ be a closed subset of S , and let X £ S \ . Let
"\ ix/V s e 0 where - 7t < x < 7T , and choose £ such that
- o
0 < £ < TT and
Je1X :xo-£<X<Xq+ £ 5 ^ S1 = Ji .
Let f : [-TT, 7T] ——> C be a function which vanishes outside
[- ^*, , is not identically zero, and is differentiable with contin¬
uous second derivative. As in the proof of Lemma (4.1.9), it is elementary
to show that, if f <■— T" a einx , then |a | = 0(|n| . Since f.1 *— n n 1
is not identically zero, a 4 0 for some n .
no 0
By hypothesis, there is an infinitely differentiable function
f^ s [-^T] > C such that (i) f is not identically zero;
c c
(ii) f? vanishes outside [- —, —] ; and (iii) |h>njjr| = 0(l) ,
where f
2 ro bneinX . Since f2 is not identically zero, bn 4 0
for some n^ . Let
- . i(n -n,)x , . , .
f3(x) = e 0 f2(x) (- 7T< x < 7T ) .
Then f_ vanishes outside [- —, ^-1 and f„ V c e^"nX ,3 4 4 3 L— n
where c = b . Let f = f Vf . Then f, vanishes outside
n n+n..-n 413 41 o
[- |, \] and f4 ** dneinX ' where
d = a c = a b
n n n n n+n^-nQ
Hence d = a b 4 0 , and so f. is not identically zero. Also,
no n0 ni 4
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|c HIT11!! = |b |HTn!l < |b |l|Tn+nl~n°llllTn°~nl||
"
i, -n - n+n, -n
1 o 1 o




knl = 0(|n|"2) .
Therefore
oo e-o
KUIT11!! = H lallc ill^tl <00.n c— n n
-00 - CO
Since is not identically zero, there exists x^ with
2* ^ X1 ^ 2 suc^1 that ^4^xi^ ^ ^ ' define f : S > C by
f(e1X) = f4(x + x1 - xq) (- 73 < x < 7T ) .
Then f is continuous and vanishes outside
c ix £ £ •>
ie : Xo " X1 " ? i X i Xo - X1 + 2J *
But |x^| < ^ , and so f vanishes outside
\e : xq - £ < x < xq + £ j .
Therefore f|S^ = 0 . Also,
f(A) - f(e o) - f4(X;L) / 0 .
and
T- in(x,-x„) inx
Finally, f ^ e e ,
Os . /n \ co
YL |dnelnUl"Xo}|||Tn|| = | dn | II Tn|| < oo .
-CO - CO
, in(x,-x ), , .
Hence the sequence h = Jd e 1 ° j belongs to W(T) . Further,n
h = f ; and so
h (A) + 0 , h |S = 0 .
Thus W(t) is completely regular.
We now obtain a condition on the growth of tlTn|| which will
ensure that w(t) is completely regular.
(4-3.3) Theorem. For n > 0 , let C<^ = max |||Tn||,l|T n|| j . If there
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exists a log-convex sequence !anJn ^ q such that
(i) < an (n > 0) ,
(ii) —r-1 < ^ »
n=l n
then W(T) is completely regular.
Proof. Let 0 < % < T\ . By Theorem (4.2.8) (ii) , there exists a
function f : [-73 , 73] > C such that (a) f is infinitely diff-
erentiable; (b) f vanishes outside [-£,£] » but is not identically
zero; and (c) |c la, . = 0(l) , where f ^ c einx . Then
n | n I — n
|c |4X, , = 0(1) ,
n |n |
and the result now follows from Lemma (4.3.2) .
The following invariant subspace theorem is immediate, from
this result, together with Theorem (4.1.8).
(4.3.4) Theorem. Let T be an invertible bounded linear operator on a
complex Banach space X . Suppose that Sp(T) contains more than one
point and that there is a log-convex sequence ian5n > q such that
(i) IITnl| < a. . (-CO< n < ) ,
In |
OO
(ii) £1 < cro .
n=l n
Then T has a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace.
Proof. For n > 0 ,
a2 > llTn||l|T~nl! > 1 ;
n - -
and so a > 1 . Hence log a > 0 for all n . If lim l0g ^ > 0 ,n - n - n
log
then " , contradicting (ii). Therefore
n=l n
lim iSLSn , o .
n
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It follows from this, together with (i), that
r(T) = f(T_1) = 1 ,
and hence that Sp(T) c_ S . Also, condition (i) gives
max |l|Tn||,l|T n|| j < an (n > 0) .
The result now follows from Theorems (4.1.8) and (4.3«3).
Remark. The above result is closely related to the theorem which was
proved by Wermer in [32] and which is stated on p.50. Although Vermer
does not do so, the non-trivial invariant subspace which he constructs
can easily be shown to be ultra-invariant. With this, Wermer's theorem
can be restated in the following way.
Theorem. Let T be in invertible bounded linear operator on a complex
Banach space X . Suppose that Sp(rf) contains more than one point, and
that there is a sequence ^an5n •> q positive numbers, with a^ T
log SL. .
and — 4, as n > cyO , such that
n
(i) IIT*1!! < ajnj (- co < n < ofl ) ,
(ii) 22^ .
n=l n
Then T has a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace.
Thus, the only difference between the two theorems is that in one
l|Tn|| is dominated by a log-convex sequence, and in the other l|Tn'l is
f 1 xv log 8~
dominated by a sequence {a^j with a^ 1 and 4^ . We have been
unable to show that, if IIT^II < a , where ja | is a log-convex
^
log a " ,n' n
sequence with V* =-S. <; C>0 , then l|Tnl| < b. ., where ib IX-- 2 - | n I n
n=i " 2_nfr b lov b
is a sequence satisfying b T , and 7^ <00 ;
n t-nr ^2n=l n
or vice versa. It therefore remains undecided whether one of the above
theorems is a generalization of the other, or whether, though similar,
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they are in fact independent.
We end this section with a theorem which is a partial converse
to Theorem (4.3«3)« It gives an indication of the extent to which
Theorem (4.1.8) can be used to show the existence of non-trivial invar¬
iant subspaces.
(4.3.5) Theorem. For n > 0 , let c<n = max ^ !|T11!!, IIT n|| j . Suppose that
there is a log-convex sequence £ an$n > q such that
(i) oC
n > an (n > 0) ,
<ro ,
(ii) E - <*> •
n=l n
Then W(t) is not completely regular.
Proof. Suppose that W(t) is completely regular. By Lemma (4.3.2),
there is an infinitely differentiable fraction f : [- 7X,K] > C
such that
(i) f is not identically zero;
(ii) f vanishes outside »
(iii) |c |cA, , = 0(l) , where f 21 c e"^nX .n ! n | ' n
Then lcnla|n| = hy Theorem (4.2.8) (i), this implies that
f = 0 , which is an obvious contradiction. Hence W(t) is not
completely regular.
A- Heal snaces.
The results of the previous sections can easily be extended to
real Banach spaces and corresponding invariant subspace theorems
obtained. Throughout this section, let X be a real Banach space and T
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an invertible bounded linear operator on X . Let Tc denote the usual
extension of T to the complexification Xc of X . It is clear that
T is invertible and that (T)'1' = (T''") . More generally,
c c c
(T )n = (T°) (-Oo< n < ZX>) .
C v
Hence II (T )n|| = II (Tn) II = l|T11!) for all n , from which it follows that
c c
r(T) = r(T ) and r(T~''') = r((T ) 1) . We shall assume that
c c
r(T) = r(T_1) = 1 .
Following Definition (4.1.1), we define
co co ^
W(T) - {h - [h ]_ : h € C and lhn!,,T^ < I •
-CO
We note that, by the above remarks, W(t) = w(t ) . Hence W(t) is
o
again a semi-simple complex commutative Banach algebra, with carrier space
homeomorphic to S .
(4.4.1) Theorem. If 3p(T) contains two points which are not complex
conjugates of each other, and if w(T) is completely regular, then T
has a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace.
Proof. As remarked on p.4 , Sp(T) is a self-conjugate subset of 0 .
ix j^x
Therefore we can suppose that e b , e 2 ^ Sp(T) , where
0 < X1 < x2 < ^ . We show that there exist sequences h = [h^j and
k =» [k^j in W(t) such that
(i) h and k are real for all n ;
n n
(ii) hk = 0 ;
(iii) h (e^Xb) ^ 0 and k (e*X2) ^ 0 .
There are three cases to be considered.
Case (a). Suppose that x^ = 0 and x^ = TV . Let
Sx - \e±X : |x| <
- 78 -
and
S2 = le1X : ^ < |x| < 7? 5 .




h Is\ S1 = 0 and h (e 1) - h (l) j* 0 .
Further, by multiplying b?" by a suitable constant, we can assume that
^1 2 21
h (l) is real. Define the sequence h = [h^j by
Y? = hI (- CO < n < co ) ,n n
— 2
where z denotes the complex conjugate of z in C . Clearly h € w(T) ,
and
h2(^) - H hiAn = hx(x) (Acs) .■" n
-<N>
Therefore h^SXS-j^ = 0 and h2(e1Xl) = h^l) = h*(l) . Define h in
W(T) by
u u1h = h + h .
c iy c.
Then h |S N = 0 and h (el) = 2 h (l) 4 0 . Also,
, . 1 ~1h = h + h
n n n
is real for every n .
Similarly, there is a sequence k = in tf(T) , with k^
real for all n , such that k |S \S2 = 0 and k (eix2) = k (-l) / 0 .
Then (hk) = h k = 0 , and so hk = 0 by the semi-simplicity of
W(T) . Hence h and k satisfy conditions (i) - (iii).
Case (b). Suppose that x^ = 0 and x^ < 7T . Let a , b be real
numbers such that 0<a<x2<b<7V , and put
= [eix : |x| < aj , = [eix : a < x < bj .
As in case (a), there is a sequence h =■ fhj in W(t) , with hn real
for all n , such that h |S XS^ = 0 and h (eixl) => h (l) ^ 0 . By
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the complete regularity of W(T) , there is a sequence in
W(T) such that k"*"|S V.S = 0 and k^(e^X2) / 0 . Let k2 be the
sequence with k2 = k^ . Then k^ belongs to w(t) . Also,




where S2 = [z : z £ J • Define k = k + k in W(T) . Then
k = .k"*" + k^"
n n n
is real for every n . Also,
k |s"x. is2us2] = 0 ,
and
k (eix2) = k^e*3^) t 0 .
A «.
Therefore h k = 0 , and hence hk = 0 . Thus h and k satisfy
conditions (i) - (iii).
Case (c). Suppose that 0 < < 7T . Let a , b , c be real
numbers such that 0<a<x^<b<x2<c< TT, and put
S1 = [e1X : a < x < bj , S2 = |e1X : b < x < cj .
As in the construction of the sequence k in case (b), we can find
sequences h and k in W(t) , with hn and kn real for all n ,
such that
h (elxl) / 0 , h |S \] - 0 ,
k (e1X2) ^ 0 , k |S\[S2oS2j = 0.
.A A
Therefore h k = 0 , and so hk = 0 . Hence h and k satisfy
conditions (i) - (iii).
Suppose that h and k are sequences in w(t) satisfying (i) -
(iii). Since hn and kn are real for all n ,
- 80 -
Uh = £ hrf f Uk " 1- k/L—~ n — n
-CO -co
define bounded linear operators on X . Also,
U.U. = U.. - 0 ,h k hk
since hk = 0 . Further, the extensions of U, and U. to X are' h k c
(U, ) - 5~~ h (T )n , (U, ) = T~ k (T )nh'c nv c ' k c *—- n c'
— CO — CO
Now, e1Xl ^ Sp(T) = Sp(T ) . Therefore, by Lemma (4.1.5),
0 ^ h (e l) € SpKUh)cJ = Sp(Uh) .
Hence / 0 . Similarly, k (e^X2) ^ 0 implies that 4 0 . Let
I = cl[UkXj' .
As in the proof of Theorem (4.1.8), it is now elementary to show that Y
is a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace for T .
The algebra W(t) is determined by the magnitude of the numbers
||Tn!| . Therefore the condition for complete regularity given by Theorem
(4.3.3) is applicable when T acts on a real space. Combining this
result with Theorem (4.4.1), we immediately obtain the following real
analogue of Theorem (4.3.4).
(4.4.2) Theorem. Let T be an invertible bounded linear operator on a
real Banach space. Suppose that Sp(T) contains two points which are not
complex conjugates of each other, and that there is a log-convex sequence
[aJn > o such that
(i) llTn|| < ajnj (-(N)< n <co) ,
(■ • \ log an(11) tt-2- < •
n=l n
Then T has a non-trivial ultra-invariant subspace.
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